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Abstract
Ultrasonic arrays are used in nondestructive testing for a wide range of inspections. The Full
Matrix Capture (FMC) acquisition technique allows the capture of all the information possibly
measurable by the probe. The Total Focusing Method (TFM) forms images by post-processing
the FMC data, superseding conventional phased array techniques. By exploiting the wave
mode conversions and the internal wave reflections in the specimen, multiple ultrasonic images
may be formed, an approach termed multi-view imaging. Multi-view imaging increases the
chance of obtaining a high response from a hypothetical defect in the specimen by considering
multiple insonification paths.
This thesis investigates several areas relevant to multi-view imaging and defect character-
isation. The defect response varies greatly with several variables including its shape, location,
orientation, and the inspection set-up. As a consequence, the defect may have a strong response
in a view, but be invisible in another one. A fast ultrasonic model which predicts the defect
response in any view is introduced to help design sensitive inspections. The model is also used
to build a database of reference scatterers against which the unknown defect is compared to
characterise it. This technique makes it possible to determine the approximate shape, size and
orientation of flaws which are too small to be well resolved on a TFM image.
The structural noise ultimately limits the detectability in ultrasonic images by creating a
speckle pattern obscuring the defect. The peak amplitude of the speckle is a quantity relevant
to the calculation of probabilities of detection and false alarm, but has been little studied in
the literature. This thesis pursues its analysis.
Delay-and-sum is a widespread imaging approach. The presence of wall reflections may
significantly degrade the image by adding artefacts. Replacing the summation by the median,
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This thesis is concerned with the use of multi-view ultrasonic data for advanced imaging and
defect characterisation. This introductory chapter describes the context and the industrial
motivation of this work.
1.1 Context
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE), or nondestructive testing (NDT), is a field concerned with
the evaluation of the integrity of an engineering component without damaging it. NDT is used
at the time of manufacture and during service to detect, characterise and monitor defects.
Ultrasonic testing (UT) is a class of NDT techniques based on the use of ultrasonic waves,
i.e. high-frequency elastic waves. A basic UT technique is the pulse-echo technique [Kra90]:
the transducer insonifies the inspected object with a pulsed ultrasonic wave (transmission),
and receives the reflected/scattered signal (reception). The received signal is displayed as
a time-amplitude graph called a timetrace or an A-scan. The quantities of interest are the
amplitudes of the echoes and their times of flight, which correspond to the geometric features
of the object and possible defects. The main drawback is the difficulty to interpret reliably
the timetrace, a task which requires extensive training. Forming an ultrasonic image eases the
interpretation. A simple technique is to stack timetraces obtained by scanning the inspected
object along a line on its surface in an image with time-distance axes, which is called a
B-scan. Due to the finite width of the beam, a scatterer is insonified at multiple consecutive
transducer positions, which leads to a low lateral resolution. A much higher resolution can
1
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be achieved using synthetic aperture techniques, which originate from the radar community
in the 1950s and emerged in ultrasonic testing in the 1970s [Doc86; Jen06]. The canonical
technique, the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT), emulates to a certain extent a
large-aperture transducer from a single moving small-aperture transducer, or a collection of
fixed small-aperture transducers. Under this approach, the individual timetraces are delayed
with appropriate focal laws and combined so that the ultrasonic beam is synthetically focused
on any given point. The focusing is done as a post-processing step rather than physically in
the object. The computational cost was a significant issue at the time these techniques were
initially developed, but this is no longer the case with modern equipment.
A second important development in ultrasonic testing is the emergence of ultrasonic arrays
[Dri06; Oly17]. An ultrasonic array is a transducer that contains several individual transducers
(elements) which independently transmit and receive. A first application is the electronic
B-scan, which emulates a manual scan over the length of the array by pulsing each element
sequentially. But the main advantage compared to a monolithic transducer is the ability to
electronically control the ultrasonic beam by pulsing the elements with appropriate delay
laws, known as beamforming, which is the core of phased-array ultrasonic testing (PAUT).
For example, an image can be produced by sweeping electronically the beam over a range of
angles, a technique called sector- or S-scan and notably used for the inspection of welds; it was
initially developed in the medical field to advantageously replace a mechanical scan where the
operator had to manually vary the probe orientation to change the beam direction [Som68].
PAUT has been around since the early 2000s and is now a mature and widely-used technology
with applications in multiple industries including power generation, defence, rail transport,
aerospace, oil and gas. ISO [ISO19], ASTM [AST14], and ASME [ASM19] codes and standards
establish specifications and procedures for PAUT inspections.
In the last two decades, the increase of computational power and memory has paved the
way to novel ultrasonic array imaging techniques, based on new acquisition techniques such
as the Full Matrix Capture (FMC), which consists in recording the timetraces corresponding
to each pair of probe elements. The size of a FMC dataset is typically one to two orders of
magnitude larger than in a conventional S-scan, as significantly more information is acquired.
The FMC is the enabler for a host of advanced imaging techniques. One of them, the Total
Focus Method (TFM) [Hol05], which is a synthetic aperture algorithm which focuses on every
2
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point of the image with the whole ultrasonic array, stands out as the most mature and is being
adopted by industries as demonstrated by the ongoing development of ISO standards [ISO20b;
ISO20a]. By exploiting multiple ultrasonic ray paths in the inspected object, multiple TFM
images may be formed [Zha10b]. This approach, termed multi-view TFM, opens new avenues
for characterising defects, and is the main subject of this dissertation.
1.2 Industrial motivation
In various engineering fields, and notably within BAE Systems which has sponsored this
work, ultrasonic testing and radiographic testing are the two current NDT methods used
for determining weld integrity at manufacture. Radiographic testing leads to photographic
images, which tend to be easier to interpret than ultrasonic results. However, the radiation
hazard creates practical issues. For health and safety reasons, using a radiation source is highly
regulated. This has implications for personnel qualifications, and the storage and transportation
of the radioactive source. During a radiographic inspection, an exclusion area is set where no
personnel is allowed, which prevents other tasks being run in parallel in the vicinity of the
inspection, and reduces overall productivity. Ultrasonic inspections do not suffer from such
safety issues, and are therefore used to replace radiography testing whenever possible, leading
to a reduction of production costs. However, current ultrasonic techniques can fail to meet the
desired level of performance for highly scattering and attenuative materials, which drives the
development and possible adoption of more advanced techniques.
A specific challenge is the characterisation of defects with ultrasound. If a defect is detected,
the primary objective is to assess its severity, depending notably on its size and whether it
is volumetric or planar. If it is deemed severe, the component is repaired or replaced. The
acceptance criteria are defined conservatively to account for the uncertainties of the defect
classification and sizing technique. As a consequence, components with only benign defects are
sometimes unnecessarily repaired, which increases the production costs. This could be avoided
with more precise, accurate, and reliable defect characterisation techniques, which motivates
this work.
The multi-view Total Focusing Method imaging algorithm provides a possible avenue for
better defect characterisation in ultrasonic testing, which is explored in this thesis. Under
3
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this approach, multiple images are formed from different ultrasonic ray paths [Zha10b]. The
orientation of the defect relative to these rays greatly influences the strength of the response,
which makes different views more or less suited for specific defects. For example, the views
constructed from one reflection against the back wall, known as half-skip views, have been
demonstrated to be well suited for surface breaking cracks [Fel14]. Fusing the views into a
single image eases the interpretation [Sy18a; Sy18b]. Defects can be accurately sized from
the image, provided that their size is larger than the image resolution (point spread function)
[Fel18]. However, characterising smaller defects remains difficult. This thesis proposes a new
technique towards this goal by exploiting differences in defect response between multiple views.
1.3 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to synthetic aperture imaging techniques, and in particular
multi-view TFM. To quantify the effect of the defect shape, size and orientation on multi-view
TFM images, a semi-analytical forward model is developed in chapter 3. The modelled defect
amplitudes provide the base for a novel characterisation technique, described in chapter 4.
The structural noise, caused by the interaction of the ultrasonic wave with the material
microstructure, manifests in ultrasonic images as speckle with a level which may be comparable
or higher than the defect response. As a first step towards accounting for the structural noise
in the characterisation model, the statistics of the speckle are discussed in chapter 5. Finally, a
novel variant of delay-and-sum imaging to filter some artefacts is introduced in chapter 6.
4
Chapter 2
Synthetic aperture imaging in
ultrasonic testing
The objective of an imaging algorithm is to form an instructive representation of the interior
of the inspected object using the ultrasonic data received by the array. The most common
approach is synthetic aperture imaging, which exploits the linearity and time-invariance of the
system: the signals received by the ultrasonic array are combined with appropriate phase shifts
to synthetically focus the wave field at an image point [Dri06]. These techniques are common
to fields governed by the wave equation, such as medical ultrasound [Jen07], seismology [Ble00],
radar [Che09], and sonar [Hay09]. This chapter provides an introduction to synthetic aperture
imaging techniques in ultrasonic testing, and mentions alternative imaging approaches.
Parts of this chapter have been published in references [Bud18; Bud19].
2.1 Ultrasonic system
Under a system analysis approach, the acquisition device, the ultrasonic array and the inspected
object may be seen as a system which takes as input the electronic pulse driving the transducers
and produces as output the measured ultrasonic signals. Assuming the array and the inspected
object are stationary, this system is time-invariant. Neglecting any non-linearity in the
acquisition electronics and in the interaction of the elastic wave with the inspected object,
the system is classically modelled as linear time-invariant (LTI) [Sch16; Wil13]. Under such
assumption and using an N -element array, linear system theory dictates there exists a N ×N
5
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K(t− τ)u(τ) dτ, (2.1)
where o(t) is the N × 1 vector of signals measured by the system (output), and u(t) is the
N × 1 vector of signals driving the transducers (input). An equivalent formulation in the
frequency domain is obtained using the Fourier transform of this last equation:
o(ω) = K(ω)u(ω). (2.2)
K(t) or its frequency-domain pendant K(ω) are called the transfer matrix of the system. Its
entries are the impulse response for a given pair of transmitter and receiver: Kji(t) is the
signal received by the j-th element when the i-th element is driven by an impulse (Dirac delta
function), whilst no other element transmits. Due to the electromechanical reciprocity of
ultrasonic systems [Aul79; Sch15], the transfer matrix is symmetric
KT = K (2.3)
The transfer matrix contains all the information possibly measurable by the system under
the LTI assumption. Any physical ultrasonic acquisition can therefore be seen as probing
the transfer matrix with a given input. Furthermore, knowing the transfer matrix allows the
output to be synthetically reconstructed from any arbitrary input using eqs. (2.1) and (2.2),
which may be with modern computers faster than a physical acquisition, and opens the way to
more advanced imaging techniques. The experimental determination of the transfer matrix is
covered in the following section.
2.2 Full Matrix Capture
The Full Matrix Capture (FMC) is an ultrasonic array acquisition technique which consists of
pulsing sequentially each element, and recording with all elements (including the transmitter)
during each transmission event [Hol05; Wil13]. The result for a N -element array is an N ×N
matrix F (t), where each entry Fij(t) is the time signal associated with the i-th transmitter
and the j-th receiver. This matrix is generally referred to in the literature as the FMC matrix
or FMC data, but is also known as the multistatic response matrix [Amm13] and the full array
response matrix [Bor02].
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The FMC matrix relates closely to the transfer matrix. Denoting the electronic signal
delivered by the pulser as v(t) and v(ω), assumed to be the same for all array elements, an
FMC acquisition corresponds to the following N ×N input matrix, where the i-th column is
the input vector corresponding to the i-th transmission sequence:
UFMC(ω) =

v(ω) 0 · · · 0
0 v(ω) · · · 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 · · · v(ω)
 = Inv(ω), (2.4)
with In denoting the N × N identity matrix. By definition of the FMC matrix and using
eq. (2.2), the result of this acquisition is the N ×N matrix
F T (ω) := OFMC(ω) = K(ω)UFMC(ω) = K(ω)v(ω). (2.5)
Recalling that a frequency-domain multiplication corresponds to a time-domain convolution,
the time-domain FMC matrix is therefore the transfer matrix convolved with the electronic
pulse v. So the FMC matrix approximates the transfer matrix with a loss of information
determined by the pulser. The FMC matrix contains all possibly measurable information under
the LTI assumption with a given pulse. If the pulse is short enough to have a flat spectrum over
the bandwidth of the ultrasonic system, it is well approximated by the Dirac delta function
(v(ω) = 1), so the FMC matrix is the transpose of the transfer matrix. Recalling the transfer
matrix is symmetric, the FMC matrix is also symmetric and equal to the transfer matrix:
F (t) = K(t), (2.6)
F (ω) = K(ω). (2.7)
Under this assumption, used from now on in this thesis, the distinction between the transfer
and FMC matrices is purely semantic. Due to the symmetry, recording the diagonal and
the lower (or upper) part of the matrix, i.e. Fij for i ≥ j, is sufficient to reconstruct the full
matrix. This acquisition technique is known as the Half Matrix Capture (HMC) [Wil13]. The
advantages are a lowered amount of data to record and transfer from the acquisition device to
the processing unit.
Several incoherent sources perturb the measurement of the FMC matrix, such as thermal
acoustic noise and noise in the electronics. Modelled as additive, this noise can be suppressed
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by averaging multiple FMC acquisitions [Wil13]. An alternative and mathematically elegant
solution is Hadamard coding [Amm13]. A Hadamard matrix is a square matrix A of size
N ×N whose entries are either −1 or +1 and so that the product of its transpose by itself is
N -times the identity matrix:
AAT = ATA = NIn. (2.8)
An example of Hadamard matrix for N = 4 is
A =

1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
 (2.9)
The Hadamard technique consists in performing the acquisition with the input matrix
UHad(ω) = Av(ω). (2.10)







Tv(ω) = KInv(t) = OFMC(ω), (2.11)
so the FMC matrix can be recovered with a matrix multiplication. The advantage of Hadamard
coding is a
√
N -fold increase of the signal to incoherent noise amplitude ratio, which can be
demonstrated by including the additive noise term in eq. (2.11) [Amm13] . A similar noise
reduction could be achieved by averaging N separate FMC acquisitions, but the Hadamard
technique requires only a single acquisition. However, these noise reduction techniques do
not affect the coherent noise caused by the interaction of the elastic wave with the material
microstructure, which ultimately limits the detectability in an ultrasonic inspection [Wil11].
2.3 Acoustics, elastodynamics and wave equation
The wave equation is the cornerstone of ultrasonic imaging techniques. This section recalls the
fundamentals of acoustics and elastodynamics leading to it.
Consider first the case of a fluid at rest and of uniform density, pressure and temperature.
The difference between the local pressure and the pressure at rest is the acoustic pressure
8
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denoted p(r, t). By applying Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal fluid volume, the pressure






where c is the acoustic wave velocity. The solution for a point source in an infinite medium in
3D is a spherical wave of amplitude proportional to in 1/r, r being the distance travelled from
the source. In 2D, the wave has a changing form and shape in the near field, and becomes
cylindrical in the far field with an amplitude decaying in 1/
√
r.
The propagation of elastic waves in solids is more complex as solids sustain not only
longitudinal but also shear stresses. In the simplest case, the solid is assumed to be at rest,
homogeneous with density ρ, linear elastic, and isotropic with Lamé parameters λ and µ. By
applying Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal volume and using Hooke’s law, it follows
that the displacement equation of motion is [Ach73]




Using Helmholtz’s theorem, the displacement field u(r, t) is decomposed into an irrotational
component characterised by a scalar potential ϕ, and a divergence-free component characterised
by a vector potential ψ
u = ∇ϕ+∇×ψ, (2.14)
with
∇ ·ψ = 0. (2.15)















For this equation to be valid at all time and everywhere, both terms in square brackets must
be null, that is










So the displacement potentials satisfy the wave equation, respectively scalar and vectorial.
This demonstrates the displacement field may be decoupled into a longitudinal wave of velocity
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cL =
√
ρ/(λ+ 2µ), corresponding to the potential ϕ, and a transverse wave of velocity
cT =
√
ρ/µ, corresponding to the potential ψ. So the longitudinal and transverse waves can
be seen as uncoupled acoustic waves, at least regarding their propagation, which simplifies the
analysis. They remain however fully coupled at boundaries.
In a Cartesian coordinate system (ex, ey, ez), if the displacement and stress fields are slowly
varying in one dimension compared to the two others axes, the problem may be approximated
as two-dimensional. This is the case considered in this thesis, where a linear array aligned
along ex is used, with the element dimension along ey typically 5 times larger than along ex.
Neglecting variation along the y-axis (i.e. ∂/∂y = 0), the displacement field reduces to u(x, z)










































= uL(x, z) + uSV(x, z) + uSH(x, z)ey. (2.21)
The first term is the in-plane longitudinal wave, the second term is the in-plane shear wave,
so-called vertically polarised (SV, Shear Vertical), the third term is the antiplane shear wave,
so-called horizontally polarised (SH, Shear Horizontal). SV waves are more frequently used
in conventional ultrasonic testing than SH waves [Kra90]. SV waves are typically generated
by mode conversion of a longitudinal wave at an interface. The physics of the interaction of
SH waves with an interface perpendicular to the x-z plane is different, as an incident SH wave
generates a reflected SH wave and a refracted SH wave, provided the material supports it, and
no other bulk wave [Sch16]. Modelling the L and SV waves is a decoupled problem from the
SH wave. For immersion inspections as considered in the thesis, SH waves are ignored as water
does not support shear waves. From now on in this document, the words shear and transverse
refer to the SV wave.
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2.4 A short selection of imaging approaches
Ultrasonic imaging is an active area of research which has led to a multitude of approaches. The
main approach considered in this thesis, synthetic aperture imaging, which includes techniques
such as Total Focusing Method (TFM) and Plane Wave Imaging (PWI), is developed in detail
in the following sections. It is adopted here as it is conceptually simple and leads to a good
trade-off between imaging performance and noise robustness. This section presents succinctly
a selection of alternative, or complementary, approaches to synthetic aperture imaging.
The decomposition of the time reversal operator (DORT) is an analysis and imaging
technique based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the transfer matrix [Pra94;
Min06]. DORT arised from the study of time reversal mirrors, which focus the ultrasonic beam
in complex materials by reemitting the time-reversed signals recorded by the array [Fin92]. If
the inspected object consists of M (M ≤ N , the number of probe elements) ideally resolved
and omnidirectional point scatterers, then under the single scattering approximation, each
scatterer is associated with a singular value, which relates to its apparent reflectivity, and two
singular vectors, which relate implicitly to the focal laws needed to focus on it [Pra94; Dev00].
The SVD of the transfer matrix coincides in this case with the sum of the impulse response
matrix of each scatterer. For finite-size scatterers, the scatterer response is split into multiple
singular values and vectors, which leads to new avenues to characterise defects, but makes the
SVD harder to interpret [Min06]. A DORT image is formed by backpropagating the singular
vectors [Ker03]. DORT has lead to new research avenues in imaging complex material [Kup02],
and filtering structural noise and surface waves [Lop16].
The multiple signal classification (MUSIC), or time-reversal MUSIC (TR-MUSIC), is an
imaging algorithm based on DORT [Dev00; Che01; Dev05]. It exploits under the point scatterer
assumption the decomposition of the transfer matrix into a signal space and in noise space
to form an image. Under suitable conditions, the resolution of a MUSIC image is superior
to classical beamforming imaging, therefore MUSIC can be regarded as a super resolution
imaging technique. A limit is however its sensitivity to noise [Fan14].
The propagation of the ultrasonic field, and its interaction with the inspected material, is
mainly linear. However, certain phenomena, such as the scattering by fatigue cracks, exhibit
significant non-linearity [Sol01]. A conceptually simple method to measure the non-linearity
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is to compare the image formed with physical beamforming, as described in section 2.5.2,
which insonifies the material with a higher amount of energy, to an image formed synthetically
with FMC/TFM, with less transmitted energy [Pot14]. This approach has been extended to
multi-view imaging [Oha19].
Another imaging technique is based on the assumption that the number of flaws in a typical
inspected object is small. By using a sparsity-induced penalisation, the resolution of TFM
images can be improved [Car17a].
Adaptive beamforming is an alternative to delay-and-sum beamforming, where the received
signals are combined with weights chosen according to the signal statistics [Syn09]. A canonical
technique is Capon’s beamformer [Cap69], also known as the minimum variance beamformer,
where the weights are optimised to reduce the variance of the beamformed signal. This technique
is sensitive to estimation errors on the spatial covariance matrix and the steering vectors,
which led to the development of multiple robust adaptive beamforming techniques [Du09].
Adaptive beamforming leads to lower sidelobes and a higher resolution than delay-and-sum
(ibid). Adaptive beamforming has been successfully applied to medical ultrasound [Syn07]
and ultrasonic testing[Li12]. Two limits are the high computational cost, and the difficulty to
estimate reliably the signal statistics [Syn09].
2.5 Total Focusing Method
2.5.1 Definition
Consider the inspection of an object using an array as shown in fig. 2.1. The element located
at xi transmits at the time t = 0 a wave propagating at the velocity c. The wave reaches
the image point r at the time t = ri/c. If there is a point scatterer located at r, the wave is
scattered in all directions, and reaches finally the j-th element at the time (ri + rj)/c. The
record of this echo corresponds to the value Fij((ri + rj)/c) in the FMC matrix. As the same
applies for any i and j, the echo appears multiple times in the dataset. The Total Focusing
Method forms an image by summing these echoes over all pairs of elements [Hol05]. The TFM

















Figure 2.1 – Inspection configuration in Total Focusing Method. The i-th probe element
transmits a cylindrical wave, scattered by the target r, and finally received by the j-th probe
element.
F̃ij(t) denotes the complex-valued analytic signal corresponding to Fij(t), obtained with the
Hilbert transform. Using the analytic signal replaces in the final image the wave fronts by
their envelope, which makes the interpretation easier. aij(r) is an optional term for spatial
filtering: it may account for the element directivity (apodisation) [Li13], or can be used to
filter artefacts by removing unwanted ray paths [Iak14]. In the presence of a point scatterer at
point r, the terms of the summation in eq. (2.22) are in phase, so constructive interference
occurs and the resulting pixel amplitude is high. For a more realistic defect, it suffices that the
summands are only approximately in phase, which occurs when the phase shift introduced by
the scattering of the defect between the different ray paths is small, a situation often observed.
In the absence of a defect, destructive interference occurs and the resulting pixel amplitude is
low.
2.5.2 Beamforming
TFM relates closely to beamforming as routinely done in phased array ultrasonic testing,
where the probe elements are pulsed together with adequate delay laws to focus the ultrasonic
wavefield. A phased array system creates a wave converging at the point r by pulsing for all i
the element i at the time t = −ri/c (fig. 2.1) [Aza00]. Modelling the electronic pulse for the
i-th element by the Dirac function ui(t) = δ(t+ ri/c), the signal received by the j-th element


















Figure 2.2 – Beamforming far from the array.
The N received signals can be furthermore focused in reception by time-shifting the j-th signal














Fij(t+ (ri + rj)/c), (2.24)
recalling that the FMC matrix is the experimental realisation of the transfer matrix (eq. (2.7)).
At t = 0, which is the time point corresponding to both the transmit and receive focusing, the












which is essentially ITFM(r), ignoring the Hilbert transform, the apodisation and the absolute
value. A TFM image may be formed using a phased array system by repeating the same
process for every target point. This beamforming approaches requires one acquisition per
point. The advantage of acquiring the FMC matrix first, and then calculating TFM as a
post-processing step, is that only N acquisitions are necessary, regardless of the number of
image points. In such case, the focusing is done synthetically rather than physically, however
the result is strictly the same under the LTI assumption.
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2.5.3 Beamforming far from the array
Consider the inspection geometry in fig. 2.2. By the law of cosine, the distance from element 1
to the image point r is
r1 =
√
r20 + (x1 − x0)2 − 2r0(x1 − x0) cos(π/2− θ) (2.26)
=
√
r20 + (x1 − x0)2 − 2r0(x1 − x0) sin θ. (2.27)
Far from the array, (x1 − x0)/r0  1, so in the first order of this quantity:
r1 ≈ r0 − (x1 − x0) sin θ. (2.28)
So the difference of delay laws to focus on r between element 0 and element 1 is
∆T = r1 − r0
c
= (x1 − x0) sin θ
c
, (2.29)
which, anticipating from section 2.6, corresponds to the emission of a plane wave. Far from
the array, beam focusing and beam steering are therefore equivalent. In a TFM image, this
translates into a loss of image resolution as the distance from the array increases.
2.5.4 SAFT
Synthetic aperture techniques originate from the radar community [Jen06]. A successful and
notorious adaptation of synthetic aperture to ultrasonic imaging is the Synthetic Aperture
Focusing Technique (SAFT) [Doc86], described here for completeness. In ultrasonic testing,
SAFT generally refers to the monostatic SAFT, that is where only one transducer transmits
and receives [Wil13]. This scenario typically occurs with a monolithic transducer moved over
the surface of the inspected object, but can also be emulated with an array by retaining only
the diagonal of the FMC, i.e. the pulse-echo timetraces. The image is formed similarly as in










TFM therefore extends the monostatic SAFT by using the whole array, i.e. a multistatic
configuration.
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2.5.5 Time- and frequency-domain implementation
TFM as per eq. (2.22) was introduced in its time-domain implementation, an approach termed
Delay-And-Sum (DAS). As each pixel calculation is independent of the others, the computation
time of TFM is vastly reduced using parallelisation [Rou14].
In the geometry defined in fig. 2.1, a frequency-domain variant of TFM based on Stolt
mapping is known as ω − k (omega-k) migration or wavenumber algorithm [Hun08; Lan86].
It is based on the time- and space-Fourier transform of the FMC dataset, and has a lower
asymptotic computational complexity than the time-domain implementation.
The wavenumber algorithm and TFM are based on similar assumptions, so their results
are comparable [Gil06]. An analytic comparison shows that the frequency-domain variants
and TFM differ only by different spatial and frequency weighting [Vel10b; Wil13]. Well
chosen weights obtained by correctly modelling the forward and inverse problems lead to an
improvement of imaging performance compared to the standard TFM, which is based on a
heuristic [Ste07; Hun08].
2.5.6 Comparison with other imaging algorithms
TFM was demonstrated to be more robust to a high level of coherent noise than the super-
resolution algorithm MUSIC, and the nonlinear denoising algorithms Spatial Compounding
Imaging (SCI) and Phase-Coherence Imaging (PCI) [Fan14]. For a lower level of noise, MUSIC
and SCI lead however to a higher resolution.
In synthetic aperture imaging, the Signal to Coherent noise Ratio (SNR) is a decreasing
function of the area of the Point Spread Function (PSF), i.e. the image of a point source in
the absence of noise [Wil11]. TFM produces a tightly focused PSF, smaller than conventional
PAUT techniques (plane, focused and sector B-scan), which leads to an improved SNR and a
higher resolution [Hol05]. This leads some authors to qualify TFM as the gold standard of
beamforming algorithms [Ban13], which drives its ongoing adoption by industries [ISO20b;
ISO20a] This performance comes at a cost of a larger amount of data to acquire (FMC) and
a higher computational cost compared to phased array ultrasonic testing. Two synthetic
aperture techniques greatly reduce the transmission time, the amount of data to acquire
and the computational burden whilst retaining a high imaging performance compared to the
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Figure 2.3 – Inspection configuration in Plane Wave Imaging. (a) The cylindrical waves emitted
with appropriate delays merge into a planar wave. (b) The probe transmits a plane wave,
scattered by the target r, and finally received by the j-th probe element.
FMC: Virtual Source Aperture (VSA) and Plane Wave Imaging (PWI). The acquisition in
both cases is done by pulsing the elements with specific delay laws, instead of performing an
FMC. The total number of acquisitions is typically lower than for an FMC, which leads to
faster inspections. In VSA, the transmitted wave is as if it was emitted from a point source
behind the array, hence the name virtual source [Sut12; Ban13]. In PWI, a plane wave is
transmitted, as described in greater detail in the next section. The performance of VSA and
PWI is close to TFM, despite the lower amount of data collected, which makes it possible to
reduce the acquisition time. However, the performance of VSA and PWI is governed by more
acquisition parameters than TFM, which is a practical disadvantage. Also, the FMC dataset
has the benefit of containing all the possible information accessible to the array, as discussed
in section 2.2, which makes it possible to reuse with no loss the data in ways that were not
considered at the acquisition time, contrary to the PWI and VSA data.
2.6 Plane Wave Imaging
A phased array can transmit a quasi plane wave into the inspected object by using appropriate
delay laws, a process named beam steering [Aza00]. Suppose that a virtual plane wave at the
angle αq goes through the array without being perturbed, as shown in fig. 2.3. By pulsing all
elements at the time the virtual plane wave crosses them, the wave fronts emitted by every
probe element merge into a quasi plane wave. Without loss of generality, suppose the plane
17
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wave emerges from the reference point x0 at the time t = 0. Note that the wave goes through
the probe element xj at the time (xj − x0) sinαq/c, which gives the delay law to apply for




at the time tq = rq/c, with
rq = (x− x0) sinαq + (z − z0) cosαq. (2.31)
If there is a point source located at r, the scattered wave reaches the receiver xj a time r′j/c
later. Denoting gqj(t) the timetrace corresponding to the q-plane wave and received by the
j-th element, the echo of the scatterer located at r corresponds to the value Gqj((rq + r′j)/c).
PWI forms an image by summing these echoes over the Q transmitted plane waves and all










(x− x0) sinαq + (z − z0) cosαq + r′j
c
)∣∣∣∣∣ (2.32)
The coefficients aqj(r) are as in eq. (2.22) optional spatial filters.
Typically, the number of transmitted plane waves is smaller than the number of elements,
so the PWI acquisition takes less time than a full matrix capture, and a higher framerate is
achievable. As for TFM, a frequency-domain implementation based on Stolt mapping is known
[Gar13]. The side lobes of a PWI image may be reduced using a phase coherence factor [Cru17].
The PWI acquisition matrix may be derived from the FMC matrix by summing the delayed




Fij(t− (xi − x0) sinαq/c). (2.33)
2.7 Multi-view imaging
Multi-view imaging, also known as multi-modal imaging, extends synthetic aperture algorithms
to include waves which arise from mode conversions and internal reflections. Consider the
inspection configuration shown in fig. 2.4a, which approximates the inspection of the fusion
face of a weld, a common scenario in ultrasonic testing. The ultrasonic array is held at a
distance from and inclined relative to the top surface of the specimen to ensure good generation
of longitudinal and transverse waves. The region of interest, where defects may occur, is not
directly below the array. Both the inspected object and the array are immersed in water.
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Because of mode conversions and internal reflections in the sample, multiple ultrasonic ray
paths connect a probe element to a target point in the sample. Figure 2.4 shows six paths
considered in this thesis, with zero or one internal reflection against the back wall and with
longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) waves: L, T, LL, LT, TL, TT. For conciseness, the L mode
in water is not included in the description of the path as this is the only mode supported in
water. In the transmission nomenclature (transmitter to image point), the modes are read
from the probe to the image point. In the reception nomenclature (image point to receiver),
the modes are read from the image point to the probe. The full ray paths, transmitter–image
point–receiver, are obtained by the combination of a transmit path and a receive path from
these six. Figure 2.5 illustrates three possible combinations of paths: T–T, LT–T (or T–TL),
and LL–TL (or LT–LL).
Multi-view imaging has been successfully applied to SAFT [Doc86; Lor93], TFM [Zha10b],
PWI [Le 16], and MUSIC [For12]. Frequency-domain approaches were also developed [Mer20;
Skj11]. Similarly to standard phased array testing [AST13], half-skip paths are used in addition
to direct paths in flaw sizing. In multi-view TFM, only the ends of vertical cracks and notches
are visible in direct views (tip diffraction), whereas their full length are visible in half-skip
and views (specular reflection), with usually a higher signal-to-noise ratio, which leads to
an accurate flaw sizing [Fel14; Fid12; Sy18b]. Various investigations have demonstrated the
suitability and the overall good performance of multi-view TFM for the inspection of notches,
cracks, side-drilled holes and welds [Zha10b; Fid10; Lon12; Zha12; Fel14; Fid12; Cha15; Zha17].
A multi-view TFM view is characterised by the times of flight in transmission and in
reception. In transmission, the time of flight of the ray between the i-th probe element and
the image point r is denoted Ti(r). In reception, the time of flight of the ray between the
image point r and the j-th probe element is denoted T ′j (r). The TFM image for the rays










t = Ti(r) + T ′j (r)
)∣∣∣∣∣. (2.34)
The rationale for this algorithm is the same as explained in section 2.5, except that different
ray paths are used. Recalling from section 2.2 that the FMC matrix is symmetric, i.e. Fij = Fji,
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aij(r)F̃ij (T ′i (r) + Tj(r))
∣∣∣∣∣ (2.36)
= IT ′,T (r). (2.37)
The second transition is obtained by reindexing the double summation. This demonstrates the
TFM images I(T ′,T ) and IT ,T ′ are identical. As an example from fig. 2.5, the views LT–T and
T–TL are identical, and so are LL–TL and LT–LL. From the p = 6 paths shown in fig. 2.4,
p2 = 36 views are possible, but the number of distinct views, p′, reduces to the number of
multisets of length 2 from a set of p = 6 elements [Wei]
p′ = (p+ 1)!2× (p− 1)! =
7!
2× 5! = 21. (2.38)
This thesis aims to exploit the richness of information provided by multi-view imaging to
improve the characterisation of small defects. A first step is modelling multi-view TFM images,



























Figure 2.4 – The ray paths considered between an array element and an image point described
using transmission nomenclature: (a) L, (b) LL, (c) LT, (d) T, (e) TL, (f) TT. In reception
nomenclature, the modes are read from the image point instead of from the array. In both


















Figure 2.5 – Ray paths in direct, half-skip and full-skip views. (a) View T–T, (b) view LT–T




An ultrasonic model for multi-view
immersion inspection
3.1 Introduction
The interaction of the elastic wave with the inspected object is complex due to the multiplicity
of phenomena involved, such as the diffraction of the beam, its transmission and reflection
at the object boundaries, mode conversion, and the scattering of the defect. Therefore, the
ultrasonic response of a defect greatly varies with factors which include (i) its type, size,
location and orientation, (ii) the inspection set-up (e.g. probe parameters and position
relative to the specimen, specimen geometry, specimen and couplant ultrasonic velocities,
specimen thickness), (iii) the ultrasonic paths used for insonifying the defect and receiving its
response, i.e. the TFM view. Quantifying the ultrasonic response within and across different
views is essential to determine which ones lead to the strongest signal, and consequently the
highest probability of detection. This can be done experimentally with calibration blocks,
or as presented in this chapter, with modelling, which is a more flexible solution. A first
approach is to discretise the elastodynamic equations in time and space, with for example
the elastodynamic finite integration technique [Fel95], or the finite-element method [Tho06;
Hut14]. These techniques however require a rather fine discretisation, typically in the order of
10 elements per wavelength, which requires a large computational power. Even with today’s
resources, the computational burden is still significant for the present case where thousands of
different defect locations are considered. An alternative approach is semi-analytical modelling,
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which combines analytical solutions of the elastodynamics equations with numerical methods,
notably numerical integration via a ray-based approach, to cope with complex scenarios where
closed-form expressions of the elastic field are not known. Such models are less computationally
demanding, and also decompose the ultrasonic response into the different wave modes, which
eases physical interpretation. This chapter adopts the model developed by Schmerr [Sch16],
after Thompson and Gray [Tho83] and Auld [Aul79].
For the detection problem, the location of the defect (if there is any) is a priori unknown,
so any position in any view must be considered as a potential defect location. Instead of
running the full semi-analytical model for any possible location, a simpler model may be
derived for a higher computational efficiency. The result is a so-called sensitivity image, which
maps over the imaging area the approximate theoretical defect signal. Such images have been
produced for laser-induced ultrasound, assuming an omnidirectional point scatterer [Str16],
for planar defects, counting the number of specular reflection to approximate the scattering
function [Sy18c], and for side drilled holes and flat bottom holes, with an undisclosed model
[Kwa19]. This chapter introduces a sensitivity model derived from the full semi-analytical
model, assuming the defect is small and under a single-frequency approximation. The full and
the simpler models are validated on three different defects, compared and discussed.
Parts of this chapter have been published in references [Bud18; Bud19]. The software
implementation of the model is available at https://github.com/ndtatbristol/arim.
3.2 Model description
3.2.1 Overview
The objective is to model the ultrasonic response for the inspection configuration described
in section 2.7. The specimen is a homogeneous isotropic metal block. The top and bottom
surfaces (front and back walls) are planar. The model predicts the scatterer response for every
transmitter and receiver pair during the immersion inspection of a homogeneous isotropic object.
This is an adaptation of the linear time-invariant (LTI) model developed by Thompson and
Gray [Tho83] and Schmerr [Sch16] to the multi-view immersion inspection. The contribution
of the scatterer to the timetrace is calculated in three main steps: (1) the calculation of the
incident wave amplitudes on the scatterer (transmit path), (2) the calculation of the scattering
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and (3) the calculation of the wave amplitudes propagated back from the scatterer to the probe
(receive path). The response of a scatterer located in the solid at point y, insonified by the
i-th probe element and received by the j-th element is modelled:
Hij(ω,y) := Pij(ω,y)eιωTij(y)U(ω) (3.1)
with
Pij(ω,y) := Ti(y)T ′j(y)Bi(y)B′j(y)Di(ω,y)D′j(ω,y)Sij(ω,y) (3.2)
where:
• Ti(y) and T ′j(y) encapsulate the real or complex plane wave transmission and reflection
coefficients at the relevant fluid-solid interfaces encountered on respectively the transmit
and receive paths [Sch16];
• Bi(y) and B′j(y) describe the geometrical attenuation (beam spread) for respectively the
transmit and receive paths;
• Di(ω,y) and D′j(ω,y) are the directivity of the probe elements associated with the
transmit and receive path directions in the couplant relative to the probe;
• Sij(ω,y) is the scattering amplitude;
• Tij(y) is the time of flight of the total ray path;
• U(ω) is the ultrasonic toneburst transmitted by the transducer.
Details about these terms are given below. Except U(ω), all these quantities are view-dependent.
All elements are assumed to emit the same signal U(ω), which implicitly contains the transfer
function of the electronics (system function). The wave amplitudes are described by pressure
in the fluid and displacement in the solid. The material attenuation in the samples considered
in this paper is too low to give any significant difference, so it is ignored; it could however be
accounted for if need be.
3.2.2 Scattering
Under the assumption that the incident wavefront is planar and of constant amplitude over
the extent of the defect (i.e. quasi-plane wave insonification), the defect response can be
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approximated by the infinite medium scattering amplitudes [Tho83][Sch16, §10.1.1]. In other
words, the inspection-specific calculation of the flaw response comes down to its calculation
in the canonical case of a scatterer in an unbounded medium with an incident plane wave of
unit amplitude. More specifically, the scattering amplitudes are defined as the ratio of the
displacement of the scattered wave at an arbitrarily-chosen reference distance divided by the
displacement of the incident plane wave in an unbounded medium. For a given defect, they
are functions of the frequency, the incident and scattered angles.
This simplification has three main consequences. First, the abundant literature about
flaw scattering in the unbounded case can be used. In particular in this work, the scattering
functions are obtained analytically for a side-drilled hole [Lop05; Mow71] and a crack (finite
length, infinitesimal width) [Glu06] and finite-element analysis can be employed for arbitrary
shapes of defects such as notches (finite length and width) [Vel10a]. Second, it is possible
to precompute and cache the scattering amplitudes for computational efficiency. Third, it is
sufficient to calculate the rays between the array elements and only one point of the defect,
typically its centre. Practically, a defect is therefore modelled as a point-like scatterer with a
specific frequency-dependent angular amplitude distribution which depends on its type and
size because their far field scattering functions are the same.
3.2.3 Ray tracing
Calculating the ray paths between the array elements and the scatterer is an essential step
because all terms in eq. (3.1) except U(ω) depend on the geometry of the rays. The rays are
calculated using Fermat’s minimum-time principle [Ben81, §7.1.3.1]. Because the medium is
made up of homogeneous layers, and because the rays in a homogeneous medium are straight,
ray tracing is done by finding using numerical optimisation the points at the intersecting
surfaces which minimise the time of flight, similarly to previous work [Zha10b]. The output of
the ray tracing step is the coordinates of the rays and their times of flight Tij(y).
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3.2.4 Directivity
Each element is modelled as a line-source piston (2D equivalent of a rectangular piston), which
leads to the following directivity function [Sch15; Dri06]:
D(ω,y) = sinc πa sin θ
λ
where θ is the angle between the normal of the element and the ray, a is the width of the probe
element and λ is the wavelength in the couplant.
3.2.5 Beam spread
The attenuation due to the beam spreading in an infinite medium and in two dimensions is
1/
√
r. The beam spread through a planar interface can be rigorously calculated using a high
frequency approximation of the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld equation and the method of stationary
phase [Sch16, §8.3.1]. The ray theory method gives equivalent results [Sch15, §2.5]. These
functions are given in appendix B.
3.2.6 Ultrasonic toneburst
The ultrasonic toneburst U(ω) is the overall array response to a single reflector and encapsulates
the input electrical signal and the transmit and receive dynamics of the acquisition instrument
and the probe. This term is an input of the model; an experimental measurement technique to
obtain it is described in [Sch07].
In this work, U(ω) is modelled as the Fourier transform of a Hann-windowed sine wave
scaled by a single coefficient measured experimentally.
3.3 Sensitivity model for predicting TFM amplitudes
In this section, an approximation of the model described in section 3.2 is derived to predict
quickly the TFM amplitudes anywhere in the object in an immersion inspection.
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3.3.1 Single-frequency approximation
The scatterer response defined in eq. (3.1) is rewritten to separate the frequency-independent
from the frequency-dependent terms:





where ω0 is the probe centre frequency. To obtain the scatterer response, the toneburst is time-
shifted, then rescaled and phase-shifted by the complex coefficient Pij(ω0,y) and finally the
shape and the amplitude of the toneburst are furthermore changed by the frequency-dependent
coefficient Qij(ω,y). A first-order heuristic is to consider that the change of the response
amplitude is mainly caused by Pij(ω0,y) whereas the frequency-dependent variation, Qij(ω,y)
causes a smaller amplitude variation in comparison. Ignoring this frequency dependence leads
to the single-frequency approximation:
Hω0ij (ω,y) := Pij(ω0,y)eιωTij(y)U(ω). (3.4)
Under this approximation, the scatterer response is obtained by time-shifting and multiplying
the toneburst by a single complex coefficient. The fine geometric features of the scatterer,
conveyed in the frequency-dependent term, are lost. However, this single-frequency model may
be useful when only a first-order amplitude estimation of the scatterer response is needed and
is significantly faster to run than the multi-frequency model.
3.3.2 Sensitivity images
The timetrace for the transmitter i and the receiver j is denoted fij(t) in the time domain
and Fij(ω) in the frequency-domain. Similarly, the simulated response to a single scatterer at
position y is denoted hij(t,y) and Hij(ω,y). The analytic signals obtained using the Hilbert
transform are denoted with a tilde: for example, f̃ij(t), F̃ij(ω).
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where the times of flight, Tij(r), and the arbitrary weights, aij(r), are view-dependent. The
weights aij(r) can be used for spatial filtering [Iak14; Li13]; in the present work, uniform
weighting is used (aij(r) = 1).
In the vicinity of a scatterer, the TFM amplitude I0(r) for a given view includes the
scatterer response hij(t,y) for this view (the desired signal) but may also include the scatterer
response from other modes and wall echoes. These latter signals create artefacts in the images
and interfere constructively or destructively with the desired scatterer response. However,
because the times of arrival of the artefacts are in general different from those of the signals of
interest, the artefacts are ignored here. Simulated artefact-free TFM images are obtained from









For example, the artefact-free T–T image only contains the T–T defect response. The actual
T–T image contains other defect echoes such as the L–L response and wall echoes; they are
absent of the artefact-free image. To reduce the computational burden, the approximation










Furthermore, only the amplitude at a single point of the defect image, the defect centre y, is










































0 U(ω) dω = ũ(0), the sensitivity image [Str16; Bud18] is defined as:








For a given view, the sensitivity image, E(r), represents an estimate (under the single-frequency
assumption) of the TFM amplitude that would be measured if a defect of the prescribed type
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existed with its centre at r. The quality of the estimation is discussed in a later section of this
paper. This quantity requires less computation than the artefact-free TFM images I1(r,y)
and I2(r,y) because (i) no frequency integration is required and (ii) the TFM algorithm is
performed at a single point, the defect centre, instead of on a grid in the vicinity of the defect.
One may notice that the exact form of the toneburst U(ω) is ignored in this sensitivity model
because of the single-frequency assumption; only the amplitude of its envelope at t = 0, |ũ(0)|
matters and acts in practice as a scaling coefficient.
3.3.3 Time interpolation of timetraces in TFM
Numerically, the TFM is usually calculated in its time-domain form (eqs. (3.5) to (3.7)) where
the timetraces are linearly interpolated between time samples [Hol05]. However, because
of this linear interpolation, the pixel amplitudes obtained with the time-domain forms are
systematically lower than the ones obtained with the frequency-domain forms of TFM like
eqs. (3.8) and (3.9). The magnitude of this difference depends on the sampling rate and
frequency content of the signals and varies from pixel to pixel; at 25 MHz sampling rate
with a nominal centre frequency of 5 MHz, it was observed to be around 2 dB. In practice,
linear interpolation is generally sufficient and a heuristic correction based on the sampling rate
and the ultrasonic frequency could be applied if desired; however, in order to systematically
eliminate the effect of this variation from subsequent comparisons, the more accurate Lanczos




k(nT )L(t/T − n) (3.10)
where 1/T is the sampling frequency, L(x) is the Lanczos kernel of order b:
L(x) =
sinc(πx) sinc(πx/a) if − a < x < a,0 otherwise.
With a kernel of order a = 3, the error is reduced to 0.001 dB, at the cost of a 10 times slower
computation of TFM images compared to linear interpolation (CPU implementation).
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3.4 Multi-frequency model validation
3.4.1 Apparatus
The multi-frequency model defined previously is validated in this section against experimental
data from two different aluminium blocks, and data obtained from the finite-element method
(FEM) in three different cases described in table 3.1. The FEM data were kindly provided
by Dr Artem Kashubin, and were generated using a two-dimensional hybrid model which
couples (i) a similar analytical model for the wave propagation in the fluid and (ii) the Pogo
solver [Hut14] for modelling the elastic propagation and interaction inside the solid [Kas20].
The nodes at the fluid/solid interfaces of this hybrid model act as Huygens sources for the
pressure in fluid and for the vertical displacement in the solid. The material defined in the
FEM simulation has the density and velocities of a copper-nickel alloy but has no material
attenuation.
In the experimental datasets, each timetrace is time-shifted by the instrument acquisition
delay, measured by subtracting the times of arrival of two consecutive front wall echoes in
normal incidence, so that the maximum amplitude of the transmitted toneburst ũ(t) is obtained
at t = 0. The probe location is calculated from the times of arrival of the front wall echo in the
pulse-echo timetraces, as described in appendix A. The longitudinal and transverse velocities
in the sample material are obtained under the assumption that the correct values maximise
the TFM amplitudes of the back wall echo; the block thickness being known, the longitudinal
and traverse velocities are thereby obtained from the L–L and L–T views, respectively.
The timetraces (experimental, FEM, simulated) are filtered with a fourth order Butterworth
bandpass filter to remove potential low-frequency offsets and high-frequency noise. The filter
has negligible impact on the toneburst bandwidth.
For the ray tracing, the distance between two consecutive points of the discretised interfaces
is 30 µm. Compared to a twice as coarse grid, the largest observed difference of TFM defect
amplitudes for the notch dataset was 0.02 dB, which demonstrates the interfaces are fine
enough to make the error negligible.
To measure the model scaling coefficient |ũ(0)|, the back wall reflection for the L–L path is
modelled using a ray-based approach consistent to that described above for point-like scatterers.
The amplitudes of the back wall are measured by taking for each experimental/FEM timetrace
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the maximum of the envelope of the signal near the expected time of arrival. The ratio between
the modelled and the experimental back wall amplitudes is the model scaling; this ratio is
assumed to be the same for all pairs of timetraces. An ordinary least squares regression is
performed for robustness to obtain the final model coefficient. The back wall reflected for the
path L–L was chosen because it provides a strong signal, clearly visible in all timetraces. In
a previous work [Bud18], the front wall reflection was used instead; however, the back wall
appears to be less sensitive to small probe misalignments and therefore provides a more robust
estimation of the model scaling. A proper investigation would require a three-dimensional
model to understand the effect of the out-of-plane misalignment in the front and back wall
amplitudes.
3.4.2 Results
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the simulated and experimental/FEM defect response images in the
different views on a dB scale; in each image, 0 dB corresponds to the maximum amplitude in
the magenta box. A good qualitative agreement is achieved: the tip diffraction and the specular
reflection of the notch, and the various defect patterns are generally correctly simulated.
Figure 3.3 shows a quantitative absolute comparison of the maximum TFM amplitudes
around the defect in experimental/FEM images I0(r) and simulated ones I1(r,y). The
measurement area is a square of side 5 mm (magenta squares in figs. 3.1 and 3.2); the pixel size
is 0.25 mm. Due to computational limitations, the simulation time of the FEM data is shorter
than the times of arrival of the waves in some views therefore only 12 views are available for
the crack dataset. The median/standard deviation of the errors for all views are -1.7/2.4 dB
(notch), 0.0/3.1 dB (SDH) and 0.1/1.5 dB (crack). For 48 views out of 54, the agreement is
within ±3 dB. The defect response varies significantly between the views: a variation of 20 dB
(crack), 30 dB (notch) and 36 dB (SDH) is observed between the highest and lowest TFM
amplitudes. These large variations are correctly explained by the model.
In views where the defect response is low (approximately less than -20 dB relative to the
brightest view), the defect may be hard to distinguish from the surrounding artefacts because
of their similar or stronger amplitudes. In this situation, the assumption that the measured
amplitude is close to the artefact-free one becomes questionable.
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Table 3.1 – Description of the Three Validation Cases.
Dataset name Crack Notch SDH
Source FEM Experiment Experiment
Defect properties
Type crack notch SDH
Size 0.5 mm 3×1 mm Ø1 mm
Orientation 110° 90° (vertical) /
Location x (mm) 26 46 46
Location z (mm) 10 20 20
Block properties
Material copper nickel aluminium aluminium
L velocity (m/s) 5050 6384 6410
T velocity (m/s) 2534 3156 3150
L att. (Np/m) 0 01 01
T att. (Np/m) 0 01 01
Density (kg/m3) 7800 27001 27001
Thickness (mm) 20 40 40
Probe properties
Number of elements 110 64 64
Centre frequency (MHz) 5 2.5 2.5
Element pitch (mm) 0.17 0.5 0.5
Probe stand-off (mm) 17.0 29.9 29.8
Probe angle 11.0° 12.5° 12.5°
Filter passband (MHz) 2–8 1–4 1–4
1 Not measured, approximated from literature.
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Figure 3.1 – TFM images of view T–T. Left column: experimental images I0(r). Right column:
artefact-free simulated images I1(r,y). Top row: crack. Middle row: notch. Bottom row: SDH.
In each image, 0 dB corresponds to the maximum amplitude in the magenta box.
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Figure 3.2 – TFM images of view LL–T. Left column: experimental images I0(r). Right
column: artefact-free simulated images I1(r,y). Top row: crack. Middle row: notch. Bottom
row: SDH. In each image, 0 dB corresponds to the maximum amplitude in the magenta box.
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Figure 3.3 – Comparison of the peak amplitude scatterer responses in artefact-free multi-
frequency images I1(r,y) and experimental/FEM images I0(r) for (a) a crack, (b) a notch, (c)
a SDH. The solid black line corresponds to a perfect agreement. The dashed lines corresponds
to an agreement of ±3 dB. The 0 dB point is set arbitrarily.
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Figure 3.4 – Comparison of sensitivity image E(r) and simulated multi-frequency TFM image
I1(r,y) for (a) a crack, (b) a notch, (c) a SDH. The 0 dB point is set arbitrarily.
3.5 Sensitivity model validation
The sensitivity model defined in eq. (3.9) provides an estimate of the TFM amplitude of a
defect. To assess the validity of this estimation, fig. 3.4 shows the absolute comparison of the
sensitivity model amplitudes E(r) against the maximum artefact-free multi-frequency TFM
images I1(r,y) near the defect. The median/standard deviation of the errors for all views are
0.0/2.3 dB (notch), -0.1/2.3 dB (SDH) and -0.5/1.5 dB (crack). For 51 views out of 63, the
agreement is within ±3 dB.
The sensitivity model assumes that the pixel amplitude at the defect centre is a good
estimate of the peak amplitude. This assumption falls short when the amplitude at the defect
centre is a trough due to a phase effect (for example in fig. 3.2f, even though the estimate
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remains good in this case). The magnitude of this error between the sensitivity model and
multi-frequency model depends on the view and the defect type and becomes stronger at higher
frequencies. In the presented datasets, it appears particularly in the view LL-TT of the SDH.
Despite this, a good agreement is achieved.
These results a posteriori validate the single-frequency assumption (eq. (3.4)): the peak
TFM amplitudes are mainly explained by a single-frequency model; the multi-frequency
dependence of the model, including the scattering, has a limited effect in comparison. However,
finer effects such as the tip diffraction require a proper multi-frequency model; therefore, the
images produced with the single-frequency model are not representative of the defects (images
available in supporting data).
Figure 3.5 shows the predicted TFM amplitudes of a notch anywhere and for any view;
the configuration is the same as the notch dataset described above except that 14,299 defect
locations are considered. These sensitivity images exhibit large variations of amplitudes, both
within each view and across the views. They show clearly the areas of high amplitudes and
the blind valleys, which are specific to the defect type and orientation. These images could
be used to assess the suitability of an inspection configuration to detect a given defect. For
example, the views L–L, LL-T and TT–T seem particularly suited to inspecting a vertical
notch at x ≈ 50mm because they provide the highest TFM amplitudes and because they do
not exhibit strong blind spots in this area.
The advantage of the sensitivity model is its high computational efficiency. The total
runtime for these 14,299 defect locations, excluding the pre-calculation of the defect scattering
distributions which is performed in a first step and cached, is 75 s for 21 views on a desktop
computer (Intel Core i7-4790 3.6 GHz quad-core processor; 16 GB RAM). To obtain equivalent
results to the sensitivity model for 14,299 candidate defect locations, it would take 5 days
using the artefact-free multi-frequency model I1(r,y) (30 seconds per location) and 39 years
with the current finite-element analysis implementation (1 day per location). The sensitivity
model is therefore 3 orders of magnitude faster than the multi-frequency analytical model.
This significant speed-up is obtained because the sensitivity model provides only an estimate
of the TFM amplitude, under the single-frequency approximation and under the assumption
that the pixel amplitude at the defect centre is representative of the actual peak amplitude.
Finally, instead of computing the TFM amplitudes of a given defect type and orientation
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at different positions, this fast model could also conversely be used to quickly predict the TFM
amplitudes of different defect types and orientations at one position, as an input for defect
characterisation techniques. Its speed, flexibility and relative accuracy being crucial benefits.
3.6 Conclusion
A two-dimensional ray-based forward model for small defects was described and compared
against FEM and experimental data for the inspection of a side-drilled hole, a crack and a
notch. The model is used to predict artefact-free images of the defect. The model results
are normalised against the measurements of the back wall echo. The model agrees with the
experimental/FEM data within typically ±3 dB. Under a single-frequency assumption and
assuming the maximum TFM intensify of the defect is at located at its centre, which is
most often the case for small defects, a simpler model named the sensitivity model is derived.
A typical ±3 dB agreement between this simple model and the fuller one is achieved. The
sensitivity model is typically 3 orders of magnitude more computationally efficient and therefore
is used to compute sensitivity images in less than two minutes, which are the predicted TFM
amplitudes of a given defect in any view and anywhere. These images provide quantitative
results to determine the views and the areas where a given defect type provide a large response.
They could therefore be used a helper to design a multi-view TFM inspection. The NDT
manufacturer Olympus presented in 20191 similar TFM sensitivity images [Kwa19], which
demonstrates a certain industrial interest for this technology.
The computational efficiency of the model makes it possible to compare a large variety of
candidate scatterers against an unknown defect, which is used for defect characterisation in
the next chapter.
1Sensitivity images for multi-view TFM inspections in the form introduced in this chapter were first presented
by the author at the 44th Annual Review of Progress in Quantitative Nondestructive Evaluation in 2017
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Defect characterisation is an essential step of nondestructive testing which aims to determine
the shape and the size of a defect once detected. In ultrasonic testing, the adoption of array
transducers led to the development of numerous techniques, as highlighted by Felice and Fan in
a recent review [Fel18]. Larger defects (size higher than a few wavelengths) can typically be sized
by analysing the tip diffraction and the specular reflection echoes in an A-scan or ultrasonic
image. Multi-view Total Focusing Method (TFM) has been experimentally demonstrated to
be especially reliable and accurate for such sizing [Sy18b, chapter 5][Fel14]. However, the
characterisation of smaller defects (size lower than a few wavelengths), where these echoes
are of low amplitude compared to noise, remains difficult. Previous work for characterising
small defects has focused on measuring and exploiting the far-field scattered wave field, via the
so-called scattering matrix. A common method is to measure the scattering matrix, or a proxy
for it, and to find the idealised defect (typically, a perfect crack or an elliptical void) which has
a scattering matrix that most closely matches that of the unknown defect. These techniques
differ mainly by the feature used for the comparison and the class of idealised defect. Zhang et
al. used the maximum amplitude of the scattering matrix to characterise crack-like defects:
the angle at which it occurs give the orientation, the length is obtained by comparison against
a finite-element model [Zha08]. For the same purpose, other features have also been used
such as the width at half maximum of the scattering coefficients of pulse-echo traces [Vel09;
Zha10b], the sum of differences of the measured and modelled normalised scattering matrices
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[Tan15], correlation coefficients and structural similarity index [Bai15b], and classifiers in the
principal component space [Bai15a; Vel17]. These techniques work best for defects close to the
ultrasonic array, so that they can be probed over a large range of angles to extract a portion of
the scattering matrix. However, the geometry of many practical applications precludes this
approach. In the configuration where the defect is far away from the ultrasonic array and
insonified over a narrow range of angles, Zhang et al. observed that volumetric and crack-like
defects can be distinguished by comparing their image amplitudes in the multi-view Total
Focusing Method (TFM) algorithm [Zha17; Zha10b]. Instead of using a continuous region in
the scattering matrix for one mode combination as the defect signature, the proposed approach
uses the maximum responses in multi-view TFM images; effectively these correspond to values
taken from multiple smaller regions in the scattering matrices for different mode combinations.
The current chapter adopts this latter approach, and proposes a quantitative framework to
compare these amplitudes against reference scatterers to ultimately determine which ones are
the most similar to the unknown defect. Following previous work [Mor14; Bai15a], two types of
reference scatterers as considered: the ellipse as an idealised volumetric defect (void, inclusion),
and straight line discontinuity as an idealised crack. The latter is henceforward referred to as
crack for brevity. The inference is done using a Bayesian framework.
4.2 Characterisation model
4.2.1 Overview
The aim is to characterise an unknown defect from its response in multi-view TFM images.
To do so, it is compared against reference scatterers. The peak TFM image amplitudes
at or close to the defect location in all exploitable views act as a defect signature. The
ultrasonic model described in chapter 3 is used to predict the TFM amplitudes of the reference
scatterers. The mismatch between the measured response and the closest reference scatterer
is treated stochastically with probabilistic modelling. The Bayesian framework is adopted
for this process. Under this approach, both the vector of observations, denoted x, and the
vector which parametrises the reference scatterer, denoted ξ, are treated as random vectors.
Two probability distributions are necessary for the inference. The first one describes the
plausible TFM amplitudes given that the true defect is a known reference scatterer (forward
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problem); formally, it is the probability distribution of the observation vector x conditional on
the parameter vector ξ. The second one describes the knowledge, or the lack of knowledge,
on the parameter vector ξ prior to the observation; it is called the prior distribution. Bayes’
theorem solves the inverse problem by providing the probability distribution of the parameter
vector ξ given the observation x, called the posterior distribution. The inference is made by
exploiting the posterior distribution.
The reader is referred to classic books on Bayesian analysis for further information, such
as (alphabetically) Gelman [Gel13], Kruschke [Kru11], Marin and Robert [Mar07], Robert
[Rob07]; this last reference notably contains a philosophical defence of this framework in
chapter 11. Bayesian analysis relies heavily on conditional probability; a brief refresher on
this matter is provided in this thesis in appendix D.4. Throughout this chapter, for brevity
and as usually done in the Bayesian literature, the conditional density of a random variable
Y given an observation X = x, formally fY |X=x(y), is denoted f(y | x). f(x, y) = fX,Y (x, y)
denotes the density of the joint distribution of (X, Y ). f(x) = fX(x) denotes the density of
X unconditionally on all other random variables. f(x) will also denote the probability mass
function, P (X = x), when X is a discrete random variable.
4.2.2 Defect signature
The vector of the peak TFM image amplitudes (absolute value of the complex image amplitude)
close or at the defect location in each view acts as a signature of the defect. It is denoted
x = (xk)k=1...n, where n is the number of views. This vector is used to compare the unknown
defect against the reference defect; in machine learning terminology, this is the feature of
the model. The case of interest here is relatively small defects, so the defect image depends
primarily on the point spread function. The actual shape of the defect is unresolved due to the
diffraction limit, which justifies using a single amplitude per image.
4.2.3 Reference scatterers
The unknown defect is compared against reference scatterers, parametrised by the vector ξ. It
is essential that these scatterers cover a wide range of shape and orientation to achieve a good
characterisation. Two distinct sets are used: ellipses and cracks. In both sets, the scatterers
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Figure 4.1 – Parametrisation of the ellipse (a) and the crack (b).
are two-dimensional (infinite length in the third dimension) and smooth. Figure 4.1a shows the
parametrisation of the ellipse, ξ = (l, r, ϕ): l is the major length, r ∈]0, 1] is the aspect ratio,
which is the ratio of the minor length to the major length, and ϕ is the angle. Figure 4.1b
shows the parametrisation of the crack, ξ = (l, ϕ): l is the length, and ϕ the angle.
The TFM amplitudes of a reference scatterer are calculated with the sensitivity model
from chapter 3; the scattering functions are obtained with a finite-element method [Vel10a] for
the ellipse, and an analytical model for the crack [Glu06]. The ultrasonic model is run on a
discrete set of reference defects, of evenly spaced parameters. The limits of the parameters are
as follows. The angle ϕ ranges between 0° and 180° with a step of 2.5°, which covers the whole
range of possible angles due to the line symmetry along the defect main axis. The length l
ranges between 0.1λ and 2λ with a step of 0.1λ, where λ is the longitudinal wavelength in
the inspected object. There is little incentive to consider larger defects as in such scenario
image-based sizing can be applied [Zha10a]. For the ellipse, the aspect ratio r ranges between
0.1 (thin ellipse) and 1 (circle) with a step of 0.1; thinner ellipses were not considered as their
difficult geometry degrades the quality of the finite-element mesh. The TFM amplitudes of
defects which are not evaluated with the ultrasonic model are estimated using cubic spline
interpolation. The interpolation error is negligible compared to the ultrasonic model error: the
former is bounded by the difference of amplitudes between two model evaluations, which is on
average 0.8 dB here, whereas the latter is typically around 3 dB as shown in chapter 3.
Here, it is assumed that little is known on the defect before the characterisation, so the chosen
prior distribution of each of the parameters l, r and ϕ, denoted f(l), f(r), f(ϕ), is a uniform
distribution with the limits specified in the previous paragraph. Because these parameters are
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independent, the prior on ξ is f(ξ) = f(l)f(r)f(ϕ) for the ellipse and f(ξ) = f(l)f(r) for the
crack. The prior distribution can be changed to reflect further knowledge on the expected
defects. For example, if it is known that the defects in a specific component are growing
preferentially in a given orientation, f(ϕ) could be changed to a normal distribution centred at
this angle.
4.2.4 Likelihood
Suppose that the true defect is a known scatterer ξ. The objective is to determine what defect
signatures are likely to be observed; in other words, to determine the likelihood function for the
observation vector x conditionally on ξ, denoted f(x | ξ). The ultrasonic model described in
chapter 3 gives a starting point; the defect signature generated with this model is denoted h(ξ)
and is in dB. However, there are multiple sources of uncertainties that need to be accounted for.
As for any physics model, the adopted ultrasonic model is a simplification of the reality, based
on various assumptions and approximations: linear behaviour of the transducer, homogeneity
and isotropy of the material, two-dimensional treatment, plane wave approximation, etc. As
the reality is more complex, there is a model error. Also, the unknown defect is likely not a
perfect ellipse or crack; the reference scatterers only approximate the real defect. Modelling the
uncertainties deterministically is difficult if not impossible; they are therefore treated here as a
single additive stochastic error term ε in dB scale (multiplicative error in linear scale), that is
x = h(ξ) + ε. (4.1)
The random and the structural noise, usually modelled with an additive term in linear scale,
are not covered in this model, as they are both small compared to the multiplicative noise.
Figure 4.2 shows the empirical distribution of the error ε for the three datasets described in
table 3.1 grouped together. All values but one are scattered around 0. The density of the
main cluster is approximatively bell-shaped, and is slightly skewed towards positive errors,
that is the ultrasonic model underestimates the results. There is a single outlier at 21 dB,
which corresponds to the measurement of an artefact in the SDH dataset. It is not judicious
to use this empirical distribution as the true distribution of ε as it may not generalise to
other datasets (overfitting); a simpler (less accurate but more generalisable) distribution is
needed. Because the density is approximatively bell-shaped, ε could be assumed to be normally
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Figure 4.2 – Distribution of errors in dB between the sensitivity model and the observations
for the three datasets described in table 3.1. 54 data points. Histogram, empirical density
obtained with kernel density estimation, and rug plot.
distributed. However, such a model would be very sensitive to outlying values, which are likely
to arise with real data. A more robust regression can be achieved by using as an alternative the
Student’s t-distribution [Gel13, §17.5]. The Student’s t-distribution, t(µ, σ, ν), parametrised
by the location µ, the scale parameter σ > 0 and the shape parameter ν > 0, is bell-shaped,
symmetric with respect to µ, and is a generalisation of the normal distribution Norm(µ, σ),
which corresponds to ν = +∞. Figure 4.3 shows the density of this distribution. The t-
distribution has a heavier tail (the smaller ν, the heavier the tail), so it better fits data with
outliers. The location parameter is assumed to be µ = 0, which neglects the slight systematic
error in the ultrasonic model to prevent overfitting. Assuming furthermore that (i) the model
accuracy is independent of the view, that is the error terms are identically distributed, and (ii)
the error terms in different views are independent, then the observation vector conditional on
the model parameters has for density
f(x | ξ, σ, ν) =
n∏
k=1

















where Γ is the gamma function (extension of the factorial function), and k is the view index.
The parameters σ and ν are not of immediate interest for the characterisation (in statistical
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Figure 4.3 – Probability density function of the standard Student’s t-distribution for different
shape factor ν. The ν =∞ case coincides with the standard normal distribution. A lower ν
makes the tail of the distribution heavier.
terminology, they are described as nuisance parameters) but they must be chosen carefully as
they affect the result. They both quantify the confidence in the ultrasonic model. σ is the
typical error in dB between the ultrasonic model and the result. A very large σ leads to a
flat density f(x | ξ, σ, ν), independent of the observation; the characterisation result would be
wholly controlled by the prior distribution on ξ, that is in this case that all reference scatterers
are equally credible. A zero σ leads to a Dirac distribution: only a single scatterer is credible,
all others are not; this point estimation would ignore the uncertainties, so it would give a
suboptimal result with excessive confidence. From fig. 4.2, σ is estimated to be around 2 or
3 dB. To account for the uncertainty on this parameter, and to avoid the characterisation result
depending strongly on an arbitrarily chosen value, σ is left as a stochastic variable with as prior
distribution the normal distribution f(σ) = Norm(2 dB, 0.5 dB). Although σ can technically
be negative with such a prior, this case is ignored as it happens with a negligible probability
(3× 10−5). The parameter ν controls the tail of the t-distribution, and hence the influence of
outliers. A large ν leads to a high sensitivity to outliers; a small ν leads to a more robust but
more indecisive characterisation. Gelman recommends a value of a few units [Gel13, §17.5]. As
for σ, ν could be treated stochastically, at the expense of an increased computational cost. A
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fixed value of ν = 2 (fig. 4.3) was adopted as it appears to be sufficient to produce acceptable
results.
4.2.5 Posterior distribution
The likelihood f(x | ξ, σ, ν) (eq. (4.2)), or f(x | ξ, σ) as ν is fixed, relates to the forward
problem, that is information on plausible observation x given a reference scatterer ξ. The
quantity of interest corresponds however to the inverse problem, that is information on a
plausible reference scatterer ξ given an observation x; formally, f(ξ | x). The inversion is done
with Bayes’ theorem:
f(ξ, σ | x) = f(x | ξ, σ)f(ξ, σ)
f(x) . (4.3)
f(ξ, σ | x) is called the posterior distribution. The posterior distribution can be seen as the
prior distribution, f(ξ, σ), updated with the information from the observation via the forward
model, f(x | ξ, σ). As the parameters ξ and σ are independent, the prior distribution is
f(ξ, σ) = f(ξ)f(σ); f(ξ) was defined in section 4.2.3, and f(σ) in section 4.2.4. f(x) is formally
the marginal distribution of the observation; in practice, it acts as a normalisation constant:
recalling than the integral of a probability density function is 1, in particular for f(ξ, σ | x):∫ ∫ +∞
−∞
f(ξ, σ | x) dξ dσ = 1, (4.4)




f(x | ξ, σ)f(ξ, σ) dξ dσ. (4.5)








dl dϕ for the crack are
used. The posterior distribution without the nuisance parameter σ is obtained by integrating
it out:
f(ξ | x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(x | ξ, σ)f(ξ, σ)
f(x) dσ. (4.6)
The analysis of this distribution is the core of Bayesian inference, and is the object of the next
section.
4.3 Bayesian analysis and inference
This section presents selected techniques for drawing inferences on the defect parameter ξ from
the posterior distribution (eq. (4.6)).
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4.3.1 Point estimation
The simplest form of inference is to select the single “best” reference scatterer. Different point
estimates exist, depending on the definition of “best”
A first option is to maximise the posterior density, which gives the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) [Rob07, §4.1.2]
ξMAP = arg max
ξ
f(ξ | x). (4.7)
The MAP is a popular choice in machine learning due to its simplicity [Bis06]. A known limit
is its dependence on the (arbitrary) parametrisation of the model [Dru07]. As a remark, if σ
was fixed, and because the prior on ξ is uniform, so f(ξ) is constant, then
arg max
ξ
f(ξ | x) = arg max
ξ
f(x | ξ)f(ξ)
f(x) = arg maxξ
f(x | ξ), (4.8)
the MAP would coincide with the maximum likelihood estimate. Also, if again σ was fixed,
and if the error terms were normally distributed (ν = +∞) rather than t-distributed, then
arg max
ξ
f(ξ | x) = arg max
ξ



























(xk − hk(ξ))2, (4.11)
so the MAP estimate would coincide with the least-square estimate. The characterisation
model with MAP estimation can therefore be seen as a variant of a least-square regression,
with increased robustness and accounting for the uncertainty on σ.
A second option is to quantity the cost of choosing ξ̂ as a point estimate for ξ via a loss
function L(ξ, ξ̂) [Rob07, chapter 2]; for example, in 1D, the quadratic loss L(ξ, ξ̂) = (ξ− ξ̂)2. In
a NDT context, the loss function could factor in the cost of underestimating the severity of a
defect (possible component failure) and the cost of overestimating it (unnecessary maintenance).
As ξ is stochastic, the loss L(ξ, ξ̂) for a fixed ξ̂ is stochastic as well. The expected posterior
loss is
ρ(ξ̂) = E(L(ξ, ξ̂) | x) =
∫
L(ξ, ξ̂)f(ξ | x)dξ, (4.12)
that is the continuous average of the loss function weighted by the posterior density. The value
which minimises ρ(ξ̂) is called the Bayes estimate associated with the loss function L. For the
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quadratic loss L(ξ, ξ̂) = (ξ − ξ̂)2, the Bayesian estimator is the posterior mean
ξ̄ = E(ξ | x) =
∫
ξf(ξ | x)dξ. (4.13)
For the absolute error loss L(ξ, ξ̂) =
∣∣∣ξ − ξ̂∣∣∣, the Bayes estimator is the posterior median. In the
general case, the closed-form expression may not be known but the estimator can be obtained
numerically.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the difference between the MAP, the posterior mean and median for a
mixture of two normal distributions. There is a 10% chance that the true parameter comes
from the left cluster (area under the curve of 0.1), and 90% it comes from the right cluster
(area under the curve of 0.9). The MAP is the left mode: despite the probability of this cluster
being low, it is where the density reaches its maximum. The posterior mean and median results
are both closer to the right-hand-side mode, because this is where most of the mass is.
A second example of a point estimation with a multimodal distribution is as follows.
Consider the degenerate case where there are two possible defects with equal probability: a
0°-inclined crack, and 90°-inclined crack. The posterior median and mean are a 45°-inclined
crack, because 45° minimises the error angle between 0° and 90°. However, this is neither of
the two plausible defects. The MAP would be either the 90° or the 0° crack, which ignores
the second plausible defect. Point estimation cannot therefore convey the full complexity of a
multimodal distribution.
4.3.2 Posterior samples
To avoid the issues just described, a simple and very powerful way to visualise the characterisa-
tion results in their full complexity is to draw samples from the posterior distribution and plot
them. Each sample corresponds to a plausible scatterer. The more plausible the scatterer is,
the more likely similar scatterers will be drawn as well. For example, if there are two clusters
of plausible scatterers, cluster A with a probability of 80% and cluster B with a probability of
20%, then on average 80% of the posterior samples will come from cluster A and 20% from
cluster B. It is essential to draw a large number of samples to ensure the main clusters are well
represented.
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Figure 4.4 – Point estimation for a mixture of two normal distributions. The left mode has the
highest density; the right mode corresponds to a larger probability (area under curve).
4.3.3 Visualising the density of the posterior distribution
The density of the posterior distribution, f(ξ | x), is a function of ξ, of dimension 3 for
the ellipse model, and 2 for the crack model. For visualisation purposes, the dimensionality
is reduced by integrating out unwanted dimensions (marginalisation). For example, with
ξ = (l, r, ϕ), a 1D distribution is obtained by integration of two dimensions:
f(l | x) =
∫∫
f(l, r, ϕ | x) dr dϕ. (4.14)
The distribution f(l | x) is the distribution of the major length l of the credible scatterers,
regardless of their aspect ratio r and their angle ϕ.
4.3.4 Highest posterior density credible sets
Credible sets are a way to quantify the characterisation: for example, “there is a 99% chance
that the defect is (or at least scatters like) a crack between 0.4λ and 0.7λ”. Formally, an
α-credible set Cα is by definition a set of the parameter space so that the probability of this
set under the posterior distribution is α:
P (ξ ∈ Cα | x) =
∫
Cα
f(ξ | x)dξ = α. (4.15)
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Figure 4.5 – Highest Posterior Density credible set, Cα, of the distribution of density f(x).
The total area above the threshold kα is α.
A credible set is not unique: for a univariate distribution, the interval bounded by the 2.5th
and 97.5th percentiles of the posterior distribution is a 95%-credible interval, but so is the
interval bounded by the 0th and 95th percentiles.
A Highest Posterior Density (HPD) credible set is a credible set Cα so that there is threshold
kα so that
Cα = {ξ : f(ξ | x) ≥ kα}, (4.16)
as illustrated in fig. 4.5. So a HPD set includes as a priority areas of the parameter space
with the highest density. Note that eq. (4.16) is not valid if the posterior definition is flat over
some intervals, see Robert [Rob07, Def. 5.5.2] for a more general definition. A criticism is that
HPD sets depend on the arbitrary model parametrisation, which is undesirable [Dru07]; their
simplicity makes them however a valuable tool.
4.3.5 Classification of the defect
Two types of defects are considered, leading to two characterisation models: M1 for ellipses,
and M2 for cracks, which are run independently. They lead to different results: ξ1 | x under
M1, ξ2 | x under M2. A solution to determine which model is the most suited is to treat them
both as stochastic variables, and to calculate their posterior probability f(Mi | x) [Rob07,
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§5.2.2][Gel13, §7.4]. Using Bayes’ theorem, the ratio of posterior probabilities is










Assuming the two models are as reasonable, their prior probabilities are equal f(M1) = f(M2),
so K and B12 are equal. B12 is often used as a more objective proxy for K as it does not
depend on the prior on M1 and M2. For i ∈ {1, 2}, the likelihood term is
f(x |Mi) =
∫
f(x, ξi |Mi) dξi =
∫
f(x | ξi,Mi)f(ξi |Mi) dξi, (4.19)
where f(x | ξi,Mi) and f(ξi | Mi) are respectively the likelihood function and the prior
distribution defined in section 4.2, with a change of notation to make the model Mi explicit.
The Bayes factor quantifies how much the observation supports M2 versus M1. B12 is
greater than 1 if the data supports M1 more than M2; B12 is less than 1 if the data support
M2 more than M2. For example, B12 = 10 means that it is 10 times more likely the true defect
is (or scatters like) an ellipse (M1) than a crack (M2). The choice of comparing M1 against M2,
or M2 against M1, is arbitrary as the corresponding Bayes factors are related: B12 = 1/B21.
The following scale in dB (20 log10(·)) is usually used [Kas95]: the evidence for M1 against
M2 is not worth more than a bare mention if B12 is between 0 and 10 dB, substantial between
10 and 20 dB, strong between 20 and 40 dB, decisive above 40 dB. Conversely, the scale of
evidence for M2 against M1 corresponds to opposite dB values: not worth more than a bare
mention if B12 is between −10 and 0 dB, etc.
The Bayes factor automatically penalises unnecessarily complex models: if the two models
fit the observations equally well, it favours the simpler model, which can be seen as an
implementation of Ockham’s razor [Jef92; Kas95]. The underlying reason is the probability
density tends to spread more evenly as the number of model parameters increase, whereas the
density of a simpler model remains sharper provided the model is adequate. Complex models
always fit the data better than simpler ones because of their increased number of parameters,
however this is not necessarily desirable as they also fit better arbitrary data, including
meaningless data, which may lead to an erroneous interpretation of their results. Approximating
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a crack by an infinitely thin ellipse, the ellipse model can be seen as a generalisation of the
crack model; so the ellipse model should theoretically always fit the data at least as well as
the crack model. A Bayes factor favouring the crack model, B12 < 0 dB, indicates that the
marginally better fit provided by the extra aspect ratio parameter is not worth the increased
complexity.
4.4 Numerical implementation
A limitation of Bayesian models is their high computational cost. As seen in section 4.3,
Bayesian analysis relies on the integration of the posterior distribution. Except in trivial
examples, this must be done numerically as closed-form expressions are not known. This
section presents and compares two approaches. Further resources on Bayesian computation
can be found in [Rob07, chapter 6] [Rob10] [Hel14, chapter 8] [Gel13, chapter 10] [OHa04,
chapter 9]. For a review of recent techniques, see Green et. al [Gre15].
4.4.1 Numerical integration
A first approach is to calculate the integrals using standard numerical integration techniques,
such as the rectangle or trapezium rules. These techniques approximate the integrand with a
function easier to integrate, typically a piecewise polynomial. The availability of off-the-shelf
numerical integration libraries makes this approach easy to implement. The main problem is
the so-called curse of dimensionality: the computational cost increases exponentially with the
numbers of parameters, which leads to an unreasonably large computation time for anything
except a small number of parameters. Robert recommends as a rule of thumb to avoid this
technique when the number of variables is larger than 4 [Rob07, §6.2.1]. A quick analysis
of the memory footprint confirms this guideline: assuming 100 points per dimension and
single-precision floating numbers, it takes 0.4 GB to store the whole posterior distribution
with 4 variables, but 37 GB with 5 variables, which is more than usually available in desktop
computers. There are workarounds to cope with the amount of data, such as storing it on the
hard drive instead of memory, or recalculating values multiple times instead of storing them,
but this makes the implementation more difficult.
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4.4.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
A second approach is based on the generation of posterior samples. The analysis of these samples
replace the analysis of the posterior density. A difficulty specific to sampling the posterior
distribution f(ξ | x) = f(x | θ)f(θ)/f(x) is that the normalisation term f(x) is unknown in
general, and is difficult to calculate with numerical integration when the parameter space is
high-dimensional. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are a class of algorithms
widely used to sample the posterior distribution. These techniques have their roots in the
calculation of integrals in physics in the 1950s, and became more widespread with the increase of
computational power in the 1990s [Rob11]. A fundamental method is the Metropolis–Hastings
algorithm, described here for educational purposes [Gre15]. The objective is to generate a
sequence of samples (θ1, θ2, . . . ) from the posterior distribution f(θ | x). First, an arbitrary
probability distribution q(·|θ) (Markov kernel), for example a Gaussian distribution centred
around θ, is chosen to simulate a random walk near θ. The initial point θ0 is arbitrary. At
iteration k :
1. Generate a candidate θ∗ ∼ q(· | θk−1) (random walk)
2. Calculate the acceptance ratio ρ = min{1, f(θ∗ | x)q(θk−1 | θ∗)/f(θk−1 | x)q(θ∗ | θk−1)}
3. Generate uk ∼ Unif(0, 1)
4. If uk ≤ ρ, accept the candidate: θk = θ∗. Otherwise, reject the candidate: θk = θk−1.
This method only needs to know the posterior distribution up a multiplicative term, which
bypasses the difficult calculation of f(x). Consecutive samples obtained with the Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm are obviously correlated; however, it can be demonstrated that after an
initial number of samples (warm-up), the probability density of the accepted samples θk is
f(θ | x), as desired, and the samples are independent from the intial point θ0. The essence
of this algorithm is that the sequence of samples tends to remain in high density areas: for a
symmetric Markov kernel q(x | y) = q(y | x), if the new candidate θ∗ is in a higher density area
than θk−1, it is always accepted. Otherwise, it is accepted with a probability ρ, and rejected
with a probability 1− ρ, which ensures the density of the sequence is as desired. Adjusting the
Markov kernel changes the convergence rate of the sequence.
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Other MCMC algorithms exist: notably Gibbs sampling and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
[Gre15]. In practice for the end user, the Bayesian community provides off-the-shelf software
libraries containing state-of-the-art and carefully-tuned MCMC samplers: notably Stan [Car17b],
PyMC [Sal16] and JAGS [Plu03]. Regardless of the sampler, it is critical to ensure the chain
has converged before exploiting the samples; this is usually done by running multiple chains
and comparing them [Gel92; Bro98]. Contrary to numerical integration, MCMC sampling is
adapted to solve high-dimensional problems. An essential difference is that MCMC sampling
is a stochastic technique, whereas numerical integration is deterministic: the former requires
monitoring of the convergence of the chain, the latter of the convergence against the integration
step size.
4.4.3 Practical comparison
The quantities related to Bayesian analysis presented in section 4.3 were introduced in their
integral form, which makes it clear how numerical integration can be used to calculate them.
This section illustrates how they can be estimated from the posterior samples, denoted
(ξk, σk)k=1..n, obtained with MCMC approaches. If the dimension of the problem is too large
for numerical integration, only this latter approach is computationally tractable. Reciprocally,
it may be interesting to calculate posterior samples using numerical integration to avoid the
extra complexity of MCMC.
For an arbitrary function g(·), the expected value E(g(ξ) | x) is
E(g(ξ) | x) =
∫
g(ξ)f(ξ | x) dξ. (4.20)
This integral can clearly be calculated with numerical integration. Alternatively, this quantity
is expressed from the posterior samples thanks to the law of large numbers:





Two applications are the calculation of the posterior mean, with g(ξ) = x, and the expected
posterior loss E(L(ξ, ξ̂) | x) (section 4.3.1).
The q-quantile can be obtained by solving with respect to ξ? (in the univariate case)∫ ξ?
−∞
f(ξ | x) dξ = q, (4.22)
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or simply from the ordered posterior samples: for example, for 100 samples, the 5%-quantile
is the fifth smallest sample. An application is the calculation of the posterior median (50%-
quantile) mentioned in section 4.3.1.
A density can be estimated from the samples with a histogram, or with Kernel Density
Estimation. This applies for the joint posterior, f(ξ | x), but also marginals: for example, the
density f(l | x), previously obtained by integrating out the other components of ξ (eq. (4.14)),
can be estimated by taking the histogram of the l-component of the posterior samples.
In the univariate and unimodal case, the HPD set comes down to the shortest interval
which contains a given mass, which makes it simple to obtain using the quantile function
calculated from either MCMC samples or the probability distribution itself [Che99]. The
multivariate and multimodal case, as encountered here, is more computationally expensive.
Using numerical integration, the HPD region can be obtained by solving eq. (4.16) for the
threshold kα. Using MCMC samples and density estimation, Hyndman proposes a density
quantile approach [Hyn96].
An alternative to MCMC techniques to sample the posterior distribution using numerical
integration is the grid approximation [Gel13, p. 76], illustrated here for f(ξ | x) = f(r, l | x):
1. Calculate the posterior distribution f(r, l | x) on a discrete grid (axes r and l)
2. Calculate the marginal f(l | x) on a discrete grid with numerical integration, similarly to
eq. (4.14)
3. For the k-th sample:
(a) Draw a sample lk from the discrete distribution f(l | x)
(b) Draw a sample rk from the discrete distribution f(r | x, lk) ∝ f(r, lk | x)
(c) Add a uniform random jitter centred at zero with a width of the grid step to lk and
rk to simulate a continuous distribution
This method is simpler to implement and use than MCMC, as it avoids the delicate monitoring
of the convergence of the chain.
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4.4.4 Chosen implementation
Two implementations of the characterisation model were made, the first one with numerical
integration (rectangle rule and Simpson’s rule), and the second one with the No-U-Turn MCMC
sampler (Hamiltonian Monte Carlo) [Hof14]. Both approaches gave consistent results. However,
the MCMC approach was found to be less practical because the chains converge slowly (more
than minutes) compared to the runtime of the numerical integration implementation (around
10 seconds). The underlying reason is the presence of multiple disconnected modes in the
posterior distribution, which makes its exploration with MCMC difficult. A possible solution,
left untested, would be to switch to a MCMC sampler designed for multimodal distributions,
such as the Wormhole Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm [Lan14]. An additional difficulty
is that the number of samples required for convergence is highly dependent on the dataset,
so an ad hoc convergence analysis is always necessary. For these reasons, only the numerical
integration implementation was kept. Its runtime (excluding the ultrasonic forward model)
is typically around 15 seconds on a desktop computer with the ellipse model, and around 5
seconds with the crack model. The current bottleneck of this characterisation technique is
the calculation of the scattering matrices (approximatively 1 hour) and the forward model
(approximately 20 minutes); there is however room for code optimisation.
4.5 Results
Having described the characterisation framework, its performance is demonstrated in this
section on the SDH, notch and crack datasets described in table 3.1. The Bayesian analysis is
done by drawing posterior samples, and calculating point estimates, HPD credible sets, and
Bayes factor to classify the defect.
4.5.1 SDH
The characterisation results for the SDH using ellipses are presented in fig. 4.6 as marginal
densities, and fig. 4.7 as point estimates and samples. There are two main clusters, visible in
the posterior samples (fig. 4.7b) and the 2D marginal distribution (fig. 4.6d): the first one,
near the posterior mean and median, is close to the true defect boundaries; the second one,
near the MAP, corresponds to a larger and more oblong defect. The uncertainty on the angle
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is high (only 8 degrees are not in the 99% HPD), which is not surprising as the true defect is
axisymmetric. The characterised aspect ratio is between 0.6 and 1.0, which includes the true
value (1.0). The characterised major length is between 0.2λ and 0.7λ (except a 0.04λ-large
region), which includes the true value (0.4λ).
Thin ellipses are unlikely, which supports the hypothesis that the true defect is volumetric.
To confirm this, the characterisation model using cracks is run. The resulting Bayes factor
(eq. (4.18)) is B12 = 139.9 dB, which corresponds to decisive evidence for the ellipse model
against the crack model.
4.5.2 Crack
The characterisation results for the crack using ellipses are presented in fig. 4.8 as marginal
densities, and fig. 4.9 as point estimates and samples. The posterior distribution has a single
mode, which includes the true value. A precision of 0.14λ for the major length, and 9.9° for the
angle, is achieved. The aspect ratio marginal peaks at the lower bound (0.1), which suggests
that the defect has a narrower aspect ratio as 0.1. An aspect ratio below 0.1 seems credible, but
a proper investigation would require to run the model with thinner ellipses, which is difficult
due to meshing issue in the finite-element simulation.
The characterisation model using cracks is run to complete the analysis. Its marginals are
shown in fig. 4.10, and the samples in fig. 4.11. The results are comparable with the ellipse
model (without the aspect ratio): a single mode near the true values. The crack model slightly
underestimates the major length; the MAP is 10% under the true value. A Bayes factor of
B12 = −32.8 dB is obtained, which is a strong evidence for the crack model. This does not
guarantee the true defect is a crack; strictly speaking, this Bayes factor only suggests the aspect
ratio variable of the ellipse model is an unnecessary complication to explain the observed TFM
amplitudes. It does not exclude that the true defect may be an ellipse thinner than investigated
in the ellipse model. However, engineering prudence dictates interpreting the results as the
worst case scenario, i.e. that the true defect is a crack.
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Figure 4.6 – Probability density of the marginals of the posterior distribution for the character-
isation of a SDH with ellipses. The 99% HPD regions are shown in light grey in (a), (b), (c).












Figure 4.7 – Characterisation of the SDH using ellipses. (a) Point estimates. (b) 100 posterior
samples.
4.5.3 Notch
The characterisation results for the notch using ellipses are presented in fig. 4.12 as marginal
densities, and fig. 4.13 as point estimates and samples. The true defect is a vertical (90°)
rectangular notch of dimensions 1.2 × 0.4λ (0.33 aspect ratio). The posterior distribution
presents multiple clusters and large uncertainties. A first cluster corresponds to a small (≈ 0.3λ)
horizontal (0°) ellipse, which may be explained by the scattering of the upper and lower part of
the notch. The other credible ellipses match more closely the true dimensions and orientation
of the notch. In particular, the MAP is an ellipse of major length 1.1λ, which is a 7% relative
error compared to the notch. The HPD of the major length ranges from 0.2λ to 2.0λ (measure
of 1.1λ after removing the gaps), which is close to the full range studied. Also, its density
increases near the upper bound (2.0λ), which was chosen as the validity limit of the ultrasonic
model (point-like assumption). This is problematic as it indicates the characterisation depends
on the arbitrary chosen upper bound, so the sizing results are questionable. This could show
a fundamental limitation of this characterisation approach to size larger defects, and/or this
could be caused by the degradation of the accuracy of the ultrasonic forward model, which
is only valid for small defects. Despite these limitations, the characterisation model gives a
reasonable idea of the orientation and aspect ratio of the defect, without providing undue
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Figure 4.8 – Probability density of the marginals of the posterior distribution for the character-
isation of a crack with ellipses. The 99% HPD regions are shown in light grey in (a), (b), (c).
The dash lines and the red cross correspond to an ellipse with similar size and orientation as











Figure 4.9 – Characterisation of the crack using ellipses. (a) Point estimates. (b) 100 posterior
samples.
certainty. The Bayes factor B12 = 35.5 dB confirms the data strongly supports the ellipse
model against the crack model, so the defect is volumetric.
4.6 Conclusion
A Bayesian model was introduced to characterise a defect by comparing its signature against
reference ellipses and cracks. The experimental validation was done for a crack, a SDH, and a
rectangular notch. The characterisation is reasonably good, although the precision is variable:
a precision of 0.14λ was obtained in the best case, 1.1λ in the worst case. The inherent
uncertainty on the length, aspect ratio and angle of the defect is visualised and quantified
with the posterior samples, the marginal densities and the HPD regions. This is especially
important for the SDH and the notch, where several clusters of solutions exist. Point estimates
are also obtained, although they convey less information and may be deceiving. The Bayes
factor between the ellipse model and the crack model was used to classify a defect as volumetric
or crack-like. The crack defect was however well approximated by a thin ellipse.
The main limit is that this characterisation technique was only tested on embedded smooth
2D defects. It could be extended to more realistic cases (3D rough defects), under the condition
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Figure 4.10 – Probability density of the marginals of the posterior distribution for the charac-
terisation of a crack using cracks. The 99% HPD regions are shown in light grey in (a) and (b).











Figure 4.11 – Characterisation of the crack using cracks. (a) Point estimates. (b) 100 posterior
samples.
that a suitable ultrasonic model is available. Adding more variables would however require
switching from the numerical implementation to the MCMC implementation, due to the high
computational burden in high dimensions. A second limit is that the assumption that the
measured TFM amplitude is the defect response plus-minus a noise term (eq. (4.1)) breaks
down if the image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low: if the structural noise is larger than
the signal, the measured value is in reality the noise floor. A workaround is to exclude TFM
images with low SNR from the characterisation. A more systematic solution is to somehow
include the structural noise level in the uncertainty model, possibly as an additive term in
linear scale. A starting point to do so is to probabilistically model the structural noise in a
TFM image, which is the subject of the next chapter.
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Figure 4.12 – Probability density of the marginals of the posterior distribution for the charac-
terisation of a notch with ellipses. The 99% HPD regions are shown in light grey in (a), (b),
(c). The dash lines and the red cross correspond to an ellipse with the same major length and
















Statistics of the noise speckle
5.1 Introduction
In ultrasonic testing, the peak amplitude of the envelope of the A-scan or the image is an
essential metric for analysing the response. Typically, this peak amplitude is compared against
an evaluation threshold to classify the response as a defect or noise [AST14]. The threshold
may be set based on the minimum acceptable defect size, using a calibration block or modelling.
Under this approach, an indication is classified as a defect if its response is similar to reference
defects. A different route consists in classifying an indication as a defect if it is not similar to
the noise, by setting the evaluation threshold somewhat above the noise floor, or equivalently,
defining a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) threshold. The choice of the threshold is critical: too
low, actual noise will likely exceed it, which produces false alarms; too high, an actual defect
may remain underneath, which produces a miss. Probabilistic modelling of the noise and the
defect helps to quantify the performance of the classifier and to define a suitable threshold
[Oli96; Ogi93]. For example, setting the threshold to the 99% quantile of the probability
distribution of the noise response produces theoretically a probability of false alarm of 1%.
The critical part is to accurately model the probability distribution of the peak amplitude
of the noise and the defect; this is relatively easy for a single pixel or A-scan time point,
but significantly more challenging for an image region or time window because consecutive
pixels/time points are correlated due to the finite width of the ultrasonic toneburst.
The grain noise (or structural noise), which results from the interaction of the elastic waves
and the microstructure of the sample, is the main practical concern for detectability [Wil13].
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In an ultrasonic image, it manifests itself as speckle. Thorough statistical investigations of
the speckle were done by Goodman in laser optics [Goo75], and Wagner, Smith et al. in
medical ultrasound B-scans [Wag83; Smi83; Wag87]. They showed that when the material
microstructure is much finer than the point spread function, the speckle amplitude (modulus of
the complex amplitude) is accurately modelled by a Rayleigh distribution, parametrised by σ,
and the speckle can be approximated to some extent as a collection of neff independent speckle
cells, neff being calling the effective sample size. As the speckle is spatially correlated, part of
the information in a measurement is redundant; the effective sample size quantifies the amount
of independent information. These authors did not address the question of peak amplitude
over an area. The ultrasonic testing literature on this topic is scarce. The only relevant paper
that was found is from Margetan et al. [Mar96], who studied the peak amplitude over a gate
in an A-scan: the signal is also modelled as a collection of independent segments of identical
length, and a good experimental agreement is achieved. The segment length, which can be
seen as the fraction of the length of the gate by the effective sample size, is however left as an
adjustable parameter, and no method is given to determine it, which is one of the questions
explored in this chapter.
This chapter focuses on the probability distribution of the peak amplitude of the speckle in
an ultrasonic image. Theoretical results on the origins and the statistics of the speckle are
recalled. Several estimators of σ and neff are introduced and compared. Results obtained on
numerically generated speckle are presented.
The code to generate the results presented in this chapter is available at https://github.
com/nbud/speckle_properties.
5.2 Theoretical background
5.2.1 Origin of the speckle
The origin of the speckle is the superposition of coherent waves with uniformly distributed
phases; the speckle is the resulting interference pattern [Goo75]. For example in optics, the
reflection of a laser beam against a rough surface is modelled as a superposition of rays arising
from each point of the surface; as the travelled distances to an observation point are slightly
different for each ray, the rays are out of phase so their superposition produces an interference
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pattern. In ultrasonic testing, the incident elastic wave is scattered by the microstructure
of the material: the superposition of these grain scattering events produces a backscattered
wave, which manifests as speckle on the image [Yal96; Wag83]. Also, in optics as in ultrasonics,
the imaging system itself is a source of speckle: such a system is diffraction-limited, i.e. its
Point Spread Function (PSF) is finite, so multiple sources in the imaged object contribute
to the same image point; as the distances between the image point and the sources vary, the
contributing waves are out of phase, which produces a speckle pattern in the image. The
speckle in an ultrasonic image depends therefore on the material microstructure texture and
the PSF; in the limit case where the texture is much finer than the PSF, that is that there
are numerous grains in a resolution cell, the speckle depends only on the PSF [Wag83]. This
chapter focuses mainly on the latter case; the reader is referred to Goodman [Goo75] for a
more general treatment.
5.2.2 Distribution of the speckle amplitude
In an ultrasonic image, consider the complex-valued speckle amplitude A obtained by the
summation of N grain scattering events. Each grain response is supposed to have the same
magnitude σ/
√
N , which is reasonable for a material with approximately uniformly sized
grains, and a uniformly distributed phase. Supposing the number of contributing grains is
large, that is the microstructure is fine, then by the central limit theorem, the summation is
asymptotically normally distributed, that is its probability density function (PDF) is for large
N [Goo75]







where Re(·) and Im(·) denote the real and imaginary parts. The real part and the imaginary
parts of A have zero means, the same variance σ2 and are uncorrelated. As a consequence, it
can be demonstrated that the speckle amplitude I = |A| follows the Rayleigh distribution with










A refresher on the scale parameter is provided in appendix D.3. The good agreement of the
speckle distribution with this model has been experimentally demonstrated on medical B-scans
[Bur78; Wag83] and on TFM images [Bev18]. Selected properties of the Rayleigh distribution
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are presented in table 5.1. As a remark, the K-distribution can be used in lieu of the Rayleigh
distribution if the number of contributing grains is small [Mar96; Jak76].
Table 5.1 – Rayleigh distribution with scale σ > 0, defined for x ≥ 0

























2 σ ≈ 0.66σ
Quantile q σ
√
−2 log (1− q)
5.2.3 Distribution of the peak response of independent and identic-
ally distributed pixels
In ultrasonic testing, the SNR is defined as the peak amplitude of the defect signal divided
Root Mean Square (RMS) of the noise speckle,
√
E(I2), where I = |A| is the modulus of the
complex amplitude. In the absence of a defect, or when the defect signal is much weaker than
the noise speckle, the measured SNR is the peak amplitude of the speckle divided by its RMS;
this quantity is hereafter referred to as the normalised peak amplitude. This section studies the
probability distribution of this quantity for a single monitored pixel, and a set of independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) pixels. It is assumed that the true value of the RMS is
known; how to estimate it in practice is not addressed.
5.2.3.1 Single pixel
The normalised peak amplitude at a single speckle pixel of Rayleigh(σ)-distributed amplitude
I is simply I/RMS = I/
√
2σ2, which is a Rayleigh(1/
√
2) distribution. As a consequence, in
the absence of a defect, the expected value is E(I/RMS) =
√
π/4 ≈ 0.88 ≈ −1.0 dB and 99%
of the normalised peak amplitudes are under
√
− log(0.01) ≈ 2.15 ≈ 6.6 dB.
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5.2.3.2 n i.i.d. pixels
In practice, the location of potential defects is not known a priori so a region of an image must
be monitored rather than a pixel. Although the speckle is spatially correlated, so neighbouring
pixels are not independent, it is educational to first consider the peak response of several i.i.d.
speckle pixels.
Consider n i.i.d. speckle amplitudes, denoted I1, . . . , In, of identical cumulative distribution
function (CDF) F (x) and PDF f(x). Recall the cumulative function of the distribution of
the random vector (I1, . . . , In), that is the speckle amplitudes considered collectively, is by
definition
FI1,...,In(x1, . . . , xn) = P (I1 ≤ x1, . . . , In ≤ xn). (5.3)
Because I1, . . . , In are assumed to be independent,
FI1,...,In(x1, . . . , xn) =
k∏
i=1




The maximum of I1, . . . , In (peak response) is denoted Mn. Its CDF, FMn(x), is [Col01]
FMn(x) = P (Mn ≤ x) = P (I1 ≤ x, . . . , In ≤ x) = FI1,...,In(x, . . . , x) = F (x)n. (5.5)
The density of Mn is obtained by differentiation: fMn(x) = nf(x)F (x)n−1. In particular, the
distribution of the maximum of n independent Rayleigh(σ)-distributed speckle amplitudes is


























This distribution is hereafter referred to as the MaxRayleigh(n, σ) distribution. The quantile q
ofMn is σ
√
−2 log (1− q1/n). The distribution of the normalised peak amplitude,Mn/
√
2σ2, is
the same as Mn up to a scaling: MaxRayleigh(n, 1/
√
2). Figure 5.1 illustrates this distribution
for various n. 99% of the normalised peak amplitudes are below 6.6 dB for n = 1, 8.4 dB for
n = 10, 9.6 dB for n = 100, 10.6 dB for n = 100. The expected value of the peak response is
therefore an increasing function of the number of pixels monitored, so it is essential to account
for it. In comparison, the mean amplitude of the speckle, µn = 1/n
∑n
1 In, which is a metric
used notably in medical ultrasound imaging, has a simpler behaviour. Its expected value
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Figure 5.1 – Distribution of the SNR (linear scale) of n i.i.d. speckle amplitudes (MaxRayleigh).
E(µn) = E(I1) does not depend on n; however, its variance does as by the Bienaymé formula,
Var(µn) = Var(I1)/n.
5.2.3.3 Asymptotic of the peak amplitudes of n i.i.d. pixels
The extreme value theory is a branch of statistics focusing on modelling the extrema of
probability distribution [Lea83; Col01; De 07]. In particular, it provides asymptotic results
(n → +∞) on the distribution of Mn = max (I1, . . . , In) considered previously. Studying
this limit case may seem of a limited interest as the exact distribution of Mn when Ik is
Rayleigh-distributed was already obtained in the last section; however, the results presented
here will be useful for the study of the correlated speckle later on.
A fundamental result of the extreme value theory is the extremal types theorem [Col01,
theorem 3.1], which states the following. Let M̂n = max (ξ1, . . . , ξn), where ξk are i.i.d. random










where G is a non-degenerate distribution function, then G belongs to one of three families
of distribution: the Gumbel distribution (type I), the Fréchet distribution (type II) and the
Weibull distribution (type III). Loosely stated, type I corresponds to the case where ξk has
a thin tail, type II to a heavy tail, type III to a tail with finite upper bound; see Leadbetter
[Lea83, §1.6] for a rigorous treatment.
Denoting the CDF of ξk as F (x), a sufficient condition for M̂n to have the Gumbel law
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Table 5.2 – Gumbel distribution with location µ and scale s > 0, defined for any x. γ ≈ 0.577
is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.










































































So Mn tends to the Gumbel distribution with scale an and location bn; its properties are
presented in table 5.2. The SNR is Mn rescaled by
√
2σ2, so the SNR tends to the Gumbel
distribution with location
√
log n and scale 1/(2
√
log n), as illustrated in fig. 5.2. The location
parameter, which coincides with the mode of the distribution, has a sub-logarithmic growth,
which is very slow. As a consequence, an estimation error of n only causes a relatively small
error on the prediction of the peak response.
5.2.4 Distribution of the peak response of spatially correlated speckle
Due to the finite size of the grains and the PSF, the speckle pattern is spatially correlated. As
before, the distribution of the speckle amplitude Ik is Rayleigh(σ), of CDF F (x). In the i.i.d.
case (previous section), the distribution of the random vector (I1, . . . , In), is known (eq. (5.4)).
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Figure 5.2 – Comparison of the exact (MaxRayleigh) and asymptotic (Gumbel) distributions
of the SNR (linear scale) of n i.i.d. speckle amplitudes.
However, this distribution is unknown when the speckle amplitudes are correlated. This makes
the calculation of the distribution of a statistic integrated over an area significantly more
difficult.
5.2.4.1 The effective sample size approach







I(x, z) dx dz, (5.13)



















where CI2(∆x,∆y) is the autocorrelation function of the centred speckle intensity Ī2 =








with neff ≈ S/Sc if the measurement area contains a large number of cells (Sc  S), and
neff = 1 if the opposite limit case (Sc  S). When Sc  S, neff is interpreted as the number
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of speckle cells in the measurement area.
Recalling that the variance of n i.i.d. variables is Var(I)/n, it is tempting to interpret
neff in eq. (5.16) as an equivalent number of i.i.d. speckle amplitudes, i.e. an effective sample
size. This is consistent with the intuition that because the correlation between two points in
the speckle decreases as the distance between them increases, these points can be considered
independent after a certain distance governed by the speckle cell size. This speckle cell size is
governed by the material microstructure and the PSF. The main caveat is that this number
neff is only valid for the statistic IS : there is no theoretical guarantee that there is such a
number for the case of interest here, the peak amplitude in the measurement area S, and that
this number if it exists would equal the effective sample size derived for IS . An experimental
attempt to determine an effective sample size for the peak response is presented later in this
chapter.
5.2.4.2 The extremal index approach
A second avenue to explore comes from the extreme value theory. The objective remains
to characterise the distribution of Mn = max (I1, . . . , In), where {Ik} are the Rayleigh(σ)-
distributed amplitudes of the correlated speckle. Consider the independent sequence I∗1 , ..., I∗n,
also Rayleigh(σ)-distributed. It was shown in section 5.2.3.3 that M∗n = max (I∗1 , . . . , I∗n) tends
asymptotically to a non-degenerate Gumbel distribution, denoted G0, of parameters given in
eq. (5.12). Then under suitable regularity conditions, Mn also tends to a Gumbel distribution,
G = Gθ0 for a constant 0 < θ ≤ 1, named the extremal index [Col01, theorem 5.2][Lea83,
chapter 3]. With an and bn defined in eq. (5.12), the location and scale parameters of G are
respectively
µn = bn + an log θ = σ
√
2 log n+ log θ σ√
2 log n
, (5.17)




So G and G0 have the same scale parameter, but the location parameter of G is shifted by
an log θ < 0 due to the effect of the correlation. The extremal index is interpreted as the inverse
of the number of points in the average cluster size [Col01, p. 97]. The number neff = nθ, where
n the total number of pixels in the area of measurement, can therefore be seen as an effective
number of speckle cells, or effective sample size, for the peak response. This brings theoretical
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Figure 5.3 – (a) Real part of the point spread function for λ = 0.1. (b) Real part of the
normally distributed field u(x, z). The orange square is the measurement surface.
foundations to the intuition formulated in the previous section that such a number exists.
Note however that the theorem used here was demonstrated for 1D stationary sequences; the
assumption has been made that the result holds for 2D stationary sequences such as the speckle.
Nevertheless, the crux is to determine this extremal index for the speckle; an experimental
attempt is presented later in this chapter.
5.3 Numerical generation of speckle
A pragmatic approach to confirm or refute certain intuitions on the peak amplitude distribution
is to perform experiments. As a first step, a Monte Carlo study is conducted as it allows full
control of the shape of the point spread function and quick generation of data.





h(x− x′, z − z′)u(x′, z′) dx′ dz′ = (h ∗ u)(x, z) (5.19)
where h(x, z) is the impulse response (point spread function), u(x, z) is the imaged microstruc-
ture of the sample (input of the system), and ∗ denotes the convolution. The speckle is generated
on a regular square grid SE = {(xi, zj) : i, j = 1 . . N}, bounded by (x1, z1) = (−0.5,−0.5) and
(xN , zN) = (1.5, 1.5), where N = 512 is the number of pixels in each direction, leading to a
step size of 2/512 ≈ 0.004. The Fourier transform is used to make computation more efficient,
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as by the convolution theorem [Bra00],
I(x, z) = F−1{F(h)F(u)}(x, z), (5.20)
where F is the Fourier transform and F−1 its inverse. Using the discrete Fourier transform
effectively replaces the convolution by a circular discrete convolution; to circumvent potential
wrapping issues, only the measurement surface S = [0, 1[∪[0, 1[ (256×256 pixels) is considered.
The point spread function is set to







where λ is the wavelength. This PSF is used for illustrative purposes to introduce spatial
correlation; however, it does not aim to model a realistic TFM PSF; in particular, the
chosen PSF is independent of the position, and its amplitude is constant over space rather
than decreasing with the distance from its centre. The microstructure is sampled from the
circularly-symmetric normal distribution (complex numbers being seen here as 2D real vectors)








where 1 is the 2× 2 identity matrix. The pixels u(xi, zj) are independent; in particular, there
is no correlation between neighbouring pixels. This models a large number of grains for each







h(xk − xi, zk − zj)u(xi, zj) (5.23)
has therefore the circularly-symmetric normal distribution












For the considered PSF, the resulting covariance matrix is σ21, so the speckle amplitude
I = |A| is Rayleigh(σ)-distributed.
Figure 5.3 shows the PSF and a realisation of the field u(x, z). Figure 5.4 shows random
samples of the generated speckle for various wavelengths; the finer the wavelength, the smaller
the speckle cell size. The qualitative similarity between the generated speckle and actual TFM
speckle is sufficient for this study; anticipating from the final results, a spatially decaying PSF
leads to similar conclusions as for h1. This microstructure model could also be improved if
desired, for example using spherical grains [Yal96] or a Voronoi diagram [Bai19].
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Figure 5.4 – Samples of the speckle I = |A| at different wavelengths. (a) λ = 0.01, (b) λ = 0.05,
(c) λ = 0.1, (d) λ = 0.5, (e) λ = 1.0, (f) λ = 1.5.
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5.4 Experimental determination of the parameter σ
The Rayleigh distribution of the speckle amplitude is parametrised by σ. This quantity
is generally unknown and must be estimated experimentally. Several estimators of σ are
presented and studied in Siddiqui [Sid64], mainly in the i.i.d. case. One estimator from
correlated observations is obtained by substituting the i.i.d. variables by the correlated
ones. This substitution constitutes a pragmatic approach to build estimators; however, their
theoretical properties are poorly understood. This section compares such estimators empirically.
5.4.1 Methods
5.4.1.1 Standard deviation of the normally distributed real part
Both the real and the imaginary part of the complex speckle amplitude are normally distributed
Norm(0, σ2). The maximum likelihood estimation of σ in the i.i.d. case is first recalled. Consider
n independent variables x1, . . . , xn of identical distribution Norm(0, σ2). Its log-likelihood
function is
logL(σ) = −n log σ − n2 log 2π −









1 + · · ·+ x2n
2σ3 . (5.26)
Equating this equation to zero gives the well-known sample standard deviation
σ̂ =
√
x21 + · · ·+ x2n
n
. (5.27)
For the correlated amplitudes Re(A1), . . . ,Re(An), the likelihood function is unknown in the
general case, and there is no reason to believe that σ̂ is a maximum likelihood estimator.
Nevertheless, by analogy with the i.i.d. case, the sample standard deviation is considered as
an estimate of σ:
σstd =
√
Re(A1)2 + · · ·+ Re(An)2
n
. (5.28)
5.4.1.2 Maximum likelihood estimation of the Rayleigh distribution
The log-likelihood of n independent variables x1, . . . , xn of identical distribution Rayleigh(σ) is






















Equating this equation to zero gives the maximum likelihood estimator
σ̂ =
√
x21 + · · ·+ x2n
2n . (5.31)
As in the previous section, the actual maximum likelihood estimator for the correlated amp-
litudes is unknown. By analogy with the i.i.d. case, an estimator of σ from the correlated
amplitudes I1, . . . , I2 is obtained by substituting xk by Ik:
σML =
√
I21 + · · ·+ I2n
2n . (5.32)
Remark: it is easy to show that the maximum likelihood estimator of independent circularly-
symmetric normally distributed complex amplitudes coincides with σ̂ in eq. (5.31). So there is
no practical advantage in considering the complex amplitude A as all the available information
for the estimation of σ is carried by its modulus, i.e. I.
5.4.1.3 Method of moment
The mean (first moment) of a Rayleigh(σ) distribution is σ
√
π/2. An estimator of σ from the









Consider n independent variables X1, . . . , Xn of identical distribution Rayleigh(σ). The k-th
order statistic of this sample is by definition the k-th smallest value, denoted Xk; for example,
X(1) is the minimum and X(n) is the maximum. Siddiqui demonstrated that the optimum
unbiased estimator from a single order statistic is approximatively [Sid63]
σOS = 0.6275 X(k), (5.34)
k = b0.79681 (n+ 1)− 0.39841 + 1.16312 (n+ 1)−1e, (5.35)
where b·e denotes the rounding to the nearest integer. As an example, for n = 2562, the
selected order statistic corresponds to the 79.7th percentile. The main practical advantage of
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this estimator is that it relies on a single and relatively large value, so it remains accurate even
though the smaller values are truncated (lack of dynamic range) or distorted due for example
to quantisation error introduced by the acquisition hardware. As before, the estimator for the
speckle is obtained by substituting the i.i.d. Xk by the correlated Ik.
5.4.2 Results
Table 5.3 – Statistics of the estimates of σ = 1 for λ = 0.1.
Estimator Mean Abs. bias St. dev. Q95 −Q5
σstd 0.99821 0.00179 0.06313 0.20300
σML 0.99821 0.00179 0.04486 0.14770
σMOM 0.99926 0.00074 0.04504 0.14984
σOS 0.99888 0.00112 0.04517 0.15117
Table 5.4 – Statistics of the estimates of σ = 1 for λ = 0.5.
Estimator Mean Abs. bias St. dev. Q95 −Q5
σstd 0.98575 0.01425 0.14918 0.48094
σML 0.99669 0.00331 0.10685 0.34621
σMOM 1.00190 0.00190 0.10924 0.35930
σOS 1.00037 0.00037 0.11092 0.36135
Two essential properties of an estimator σ̂ are its bias, E(σ̂)− σ, that is whether on average
the estimator is right, and its dispersion (or variability) around E(σ̂), quantified here by the
standard deviation and the percentile range Q95 −Q5, which ideally should be zero. The four
estimators introduced in section 5.4.1 are compared empirically.
2000 independent speckle samples were generated as described in section 5.3; each sample
containing 2562 pixels. Tables 5.3 and 5.4 present the statistics of the estimates of σ for λ = 0.1
and λ = 0.5. For calculating the bias, the mean of the estimates is used as an approximation
of the (theoretical) expected value of the estimator. The four techniques provide a reasonably
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good estimation of σ. σML has the smaller dispersion. Both σMOM and σOS have a smaller bias
than σML, at the cost of a marginally larger dispersion. Even in the most favourable scenario,
λ = 0.1, the relative error made from a single estimation is 90% of the time up to ±7.5%;
averaging estimates from independent samples is needed to reduce this error. As the dispersion
of the estimates is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the bias, it seems reasonable to prioritise
control of the dispersion and therefore to select σML as the best estimator; σOS and σMOM
are however good alternatives. σstd clearly stands out as the worse estimator as it has the
largest bias and dispersion; it is not surprising as it ignores the imaginary part, which carries
information. Regardless of the estimator, the estimations are worse for the larger wavelength,
which is explained by the larger degree of correlation between the pixels.
5.5 Experimental determination of the effective sample
size
This section aims to determine the equivalent number of independent points that would explain
the peak response of correlated speckle, as introduced in section 5.2.4. The true value of the
parameter σ is assumed to be known.
5.5.1 Methods
5.5.1.1 From the wavelength
As seen in sections 5.2.1 and 5.3, the PSF is parametrized by λ, and the speckle cell size is
primarily driven by the PSF. Based solely on dimensional analysis, it is reasonable to define
the speckle cell area as λ2 (or kλ2 for any k > 0). The number of cells in a measurement area







The actual value of nλ is irrelevant (k = 1 is arbitrary); however, the trend provides a baseline
for the comparison of various estimates of the effective sample size.
The quantity nλ is only valid when the microstructure is much finer than the wavelength;
otherwise, the speckle size depends on both the PSF and the microstructure. It is recalled the
microstructure texture is governed by the pixel size (0.004). The actual number of independent
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cells does not tend to infinity when the wavelength tends to zero, as eq. (5.36) suggests, as it is
bounded by the number of degrees of freedom of the microstructure, which is here the total
number of pixels.
5.5.1.2 Area of the main lobe of the autocorrelation function







where CI2(∆x,∆y) is the autocovariance of I2, that is the autocorrelation of Ī2 = I2 − E(I2).
The terminology to describe Sc is awkward. Sc has the unit of a squared length, so it is
technically an area. It is however tempting to call it a volume as it is obtained by a double
integration over length axes. It will be called here “area”, as in area under the curve of a 1D
function.





The numerical implementation is as follows. The sample centred speckle intensity is




I2(x, z) dx dz. (5.39)
As for the convolution in section 5.3, the autocorrelation is replaced by its circular counterpart
and implemented with the discrete Fourier transform. Following Smith and Wagner [Smi84], the
side lobes are excluded as they are contaminated by artefacts, which increases the robustness
to noise but may also underestimate the true degree of correlation. The selection of the main
lobe is illustrated in fig. 5.5. First, the gradient of the autocorrelation function along the axial
distance r =
√
x2 + z2 is calculated (b). The autocorrelation function initially decreases from
the centre, so this gradient is negative at the main lobe (c). The point at which the gradient
becomes positive separates the main lobe from the first side lobe. The main lobe is finally
isolated by determining the centremost cluster of connected pixels with a negative gradient (d).
In Goodman [Goo75], Sc is introduced in the study of the statistics of the speckle intensity
I2. In ultrasonics, it is more common to consider the speckle amplitude I. A second estimate
of the effective sample size is obtained by substituting I2 by I in the definition of Sc and the
subsequent numerical implementation. Similarly, a third estimate is derived from the speckle
complex amplitude A as this quantity is readily available.
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Figure 5.5 – Illustration of the calculation of narea. (a) Initial autocorrelation function. (b)
Gradient along r =
√
x2 + z2. (c) Threshold the gradient at 0. (d) Retain only the main lobe
identified with the gradient.
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5.5.1.3 Width of the main lobe of the autocorrelation function
A usual metric derived from the autocorrelation function of the speckle amplitude is the
measure of the region over which this function exceeds a fraction τ of its maximum, such as






In 1D, the term “full width at half maximum” is generally used for τ = 0.5. By analogy, the
term “width” will be used here, to avoid any confusion with the speckle area defined in the
previous section section 5.5.1.2. As previously, the sides lobes are excluded from the calculation
of the width. Figure 5.8 illustrates this calculation. The pixels where the autocorrelation
function (a) exceeds 1/e are identified (b). The different pixel clusters are labelled (c), then
only the main lobe is retained (d). The area of these pixels is calculated with numerical
integration (rectangle rule). The ratio of the measurement area S by the lobe area defines
the effective sample size nwidth. As for the area of the autocorrelation function, it is unclear
whether the speckle complex amplitude A, amplitude I or intensity I2 should be used; the
three quantities are considered.
5.5.1.4 From the MaxRayleigh distribution
As seen in section 5.2.3.2, the distribution of the maximum of n independent Rayleigh(σ)-
distributed pixels is the MaxRayleigh(n, σ) distribution defined in eq. (5.7). Determining n
such that this distribution best fits the observed peak amplitudes is the most natural definition
of an effective sample size. As a first approach, n is estimated with maximum likelihood
estimation. Suppose p1, . . . , pm are the peak amplitudes of each of m independent speckle

















the log-likelihood of the MaxRayleigh for these observations assuming σ is known is
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Figure 5.6 – Illustration of the calculation of nwidth. (a) Initial autocorrelation function. (b)
Threshold at 1/e. (c) Identify the clusters of connected pixels. (d) Select the region over the
threshold corresponding to the main lobe.
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)) = − m∑m
k=1 logF (pk)
, (5.44)
where F is again the CDF of the Rayleigh(σ) distribution.
Obtaining nMaxRayl experimentally is difficult as each value pk requires an independent
measurement of the speckle. Therefore, dozens of experiments could be required to obtain
an accurate estimate. This contrasts with narea and nwidth which operate on a single speckle
realisation.
5.5.1.5 From the extremal index
Recall from section section 5.2.4.2 that the distribution of the maximum of n correlated
amplitudes is asymptotically the Gumbel distribution with the location and scale parameter
µ = σ
√






where θ ∈]0, 1] is the extremal index. θ is determined using maximum likelihood estimation.
Given that n and σ are fixed, the likelihood depends on θ only via the parameter µ. As µ is a
strictly increasing function of θ, maximising the likelihood for θ is equivalent as maximising it
for µ. The latter option is considered as it makes the algebra easier. Denoting again p1, . . . , pm
the peak amplitudes of each of m independent speckle samples, the associated log-likelihood
and its derivatives are








































The second derivative is strictly negative for all µ so the first derivative is strictly decreasing
so the equation d logL
dµ
(µ) = 0 has a unique solution. It is easy to verify this solution is [For11,
§19.3]
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Area method from amplitudes
Area method from complex amp.
Area method from intensities
Figure 5.7 – Comparison of the narea for the complex amplitudes, amplitudes and intensities.
Error bars: 5th and 95th percentiles.












The effective sample size derived from the extremal index (EI) is finally











This number is interesting as it has more solid theoretical foundations that nMaxRayl, based on
the assumed existence of an effective sample size. As nMaxRayl, its calculation requires many
independent samples. This estimator is also only valid for a large number of speckle cells in
the area of measurement.
5.5.2 Results
The quantities nλ, narea, nwidth, nMaxRayl and nEI are compared for a range of 12 wavelengths
between 0.01 and 1.5. For each wavelength, m = 200 independent speckle samples are generated
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Width method from amplitudes
Width method from complex amp.
Width method from intensities
Figure 5.8 – Comparison of the nwidth for the complex amplitudes, amplitudes and intensities.
Error bars: 5th and 95th percentiles.






















Area method from amplitudes
Width method from amplitudes
Figure 5.9 – Comparison of nMaxRayl, nEI, narea and nwidth.
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as described in section 5.3. For narea and nwidth, one estimate is obtained per speckle realisation;
in the figures, the mean, the 5th and 95th percentiles (error bars) are reported. For nMaxRayl
and nEI, only a single estimate is obtained from all samples; no error bar can be provided.
Figure 5.7 presents the results of the estimator narea. There is reasonable agreement with
the predicted trend n = λ−2. The estimates obtained from the speckle complex amplitudes A,
amplitudes I and intensities I2 have overlapping error bars; this suggests they all estimate the
same quantity; the only exception is λ = 1.5 which presents systematic errors as explained below.
For wavelengths between 0.02 and 0.2, the estimates based on the complex amplitudes are
credible and have the least dispersion. Overall most data points have large uncertainties, more
than one order of magnitude in the worst cases. They are primarily caused by measurement
errors. For smaller wavelengths, the density of pixels is too low to discretise sufficiently the
main lobe, which causes two kinds of errors: 1) the main lobe is well identified but its area is
miscalculated due to the poor resolution and rounding errors, 2) the technique based of the
axial gradient described in section 5.5.1.2 fails to separate the main lobe from the side lobes,
connecting more pixels than necessary, which eventually underestimates the effective sample
size. For larger wavelengths, two causes of errors were identified: 1) again, the main lobe is
misidentified, for example when its shape is elliptical rather than circular, 2) the main lobe
does not fully fit in the measurement box. Overall, the estimator narea could greatly benefit
from a better lobe separation technique.
Figure 5.8 presents the results of the estimator nwidth. There is a very good agreement
with the trend n = λ−2. The one identified measurement error is at the smallest wavelength
(λ = 0.01): the peak is reduced to a single pixel, its width is not measured accurately. As in
the previous case, it is expected that the measurement becomes unreliable when the peak size
becomes larger than the measurement area; this would happen for wavelengths larger than
studied here. All data points except λ = 0.01 are credible; the dispersion around the estimates,
which progressively increases as the number of effective samples decreases, is explained solely
by the sampling error. The estimator nwidth obtained from the amplitudes and the intensities
give very similar results; however, using the complex amplitudes gives a different result; the
estimators are therefore not interchangeable. The two former estimators should be preferred as
they have a lower dispersion.
Figure 5.9 presents the results of the estimators nwidth, narea, nMaxRayl and nEI. The
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estimator nMaxRayl has a good agreement with the trend n = λ−2; no reason to suspect the
credibility of these estimates was identified. The estimates from nEI tend to nMaxRayl as the
wavelength decreases; although these estimators have different foundations, they asymptotically
estimate the same quantity, which retrospectively brings confidence in the heuristic argument
on which nMaxRayl is based. The erratic trend of nEI is explained by the insufficient number
of speckle cells in the measurement area; this estimator is indeed only valid asymptotically.
Depending on the estimator, the effective sample size varies by an order of magnitude: at
λ = 0.1, nMaxRayl = 2563, nwidth = 718 and nwidth = 213; equivalently, as a speckle cell length√
S/neff, the results are respectively 0.20λ, 0.36λ, 0.68λ. However, only nMaxRayl is relevant
for the prediction of the peak response of the speckle: as illustrated in figs. 5.10 and 5.11, the
MaxRayleigh distribution with the parameter nMaxRayl fits well the observed peak responses.
The Gumbel distribution with the fitted extremal index fits well the data for the smallest
wavelength; the agreement decreases as the wavelength increases, once again because this
distribution is only asymptotically valid. The MaxRayleigh distributions with parameters
nwidth or narea have a poor agreement. Fundamentally, this shows the effective sample size for
the peak amplitude is different from the one for the mean speckle amplitude (section 5.2.4.1).
The effect of the PSF is now briefly addressed. Throughout this chapter, the PSF defined
in eq. (5.21), h1(x, z), was used for the numerical results. For completion, two other PSFs
which a spatial exponential decay are considered, which model more closely the reality:


























with a such that the window amplitude is 0.01 at a distance of 1 from the centre. Figure 5.12
presents the results of the estimators nwidth, narea, nMaxRayl and nEI for these two PSFs, as done
previously for h1 in fig. 5.9. The effective sample size, here estimated with the MaxRayleigh
method, depends on the PSF: for λ = 0.1, neff = 2563 for h1, neff = 4179 for h2, neff = 3015
for h3. This is not surprising: the degree of spatial coherence in the speckle depends on the
PSF. More importantly for this study, the estimates of the effective sample size as a function
of the wavelength have very similar trends regardless of the chosen PSF. This confirms that
the conclusions drawn above on the estimation of neff hold for spatially decaying PSFs.
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Figure 5.10 – Histograms of the observed peak amplitudes against the MaxRayleigh distributions
with parameters nMaxRayl, narea and nwidth, and the Gumbel distribution with the fitted extremal
index. (a) λ = 0.01, (b) λ = 0.05, (c) λ = 0.1, (d) λ = 0.5, (e) λ = 1.0, (f) λ = 1.5.
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Figure 5.11 – P-P plots of the observed peak amplitudes against the MaxRayleigh distributions
with parameters nMaxRayl, narea and nwidth, and the Gumbel distribution with the fitted extremal
index. (a) λ = 0.01, (b) λ = 0.05, (c) λ = 0.1, (d) λ = 0.5, (e) λ = 1.0, (f) λ = 1.5.
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Area method from amplitudes
Width method from amplitudes
(a)






















Area method from amplitudes
Width method from amplitudes
(b)
Figure 5.12 – Comparison of nMaxRayl, nEI, narea and nwidth for the alternative PSFs (a) h2(x, z)




This chapter studied the distribution of the peak amplitude of the speckle, that is up to a
scaling factor the SNR of an image in the absence of a defect. At an individual pixel, the
speckle amplitude is accurately modelled by a Rayleigh(σ) distribution. The distribution of
independent pixels is also well understood. The distribution of correlated pixels, as for realistic
speckle, is more challenging, which motivated the empirical approach adopted in this chapter.
Several techniques were compared to experimentally determine the Rayleigh scale σ. The
maximum likelihood estimator, σML (eq. (5.32)), obtained by taking the root-mean-square of
the image pixel amplitudes, is the recommended one as it has the smallest dispersion and
an acceptable bias; the estimate obtained from an order statistic, σOS (eq. (5.35)), is a good
alternative if the lower range of the speckle amplitudes is truncated or distorted. It is highly
desirable to repeat the estimation of σ on independent speckle samples and to average them to
obtain a more accurate final estimation.
Contrarily to the mean amplitude of the speckle, used notably as a metric in medical
ultrasound, the peak amplitude depends on the size of the measurement box: the larger the
area, the higher the expected peak amplitude. It was empirically demonstrated that the peak
amplitude distribution of the observed speckle is well modelled by the distribution of the peak
amplitude distribution of neff independent points, termed MaxRayleigh in this chapter, neff
being the effective sample size. In other words, the peak amplitude in a measurement area
S is explained by the peak amplitude of neff independent speckle cells of average size S/neff;
however, this interpretation in terms of independent speckle cells is restricted to a specific
statistic (the peak amplitude) rather than being universal; in particular, a different speckle
cell size is obtained for the mean amplitude. The best estimator of neff that was obtained
is the maximum likelihood estimator of the MaxRayleigh distribution, nMaxRayl (eq. (5.44)),
which remains reliable in the whole range of wavelengths considered in this study. Although
nMaxRayl is obtained with a heuristic, it coincides asymptotically with the estimator based on
the extremal index, nEI (eq. (5.52)), which is derived from mathematically rigorous results
of the extreme value theory. However, these two estimators are difficult to use in practice as
they require many independent samples. Two other estimators based on the autocorrelation
function of the speckle, narea and nwidth, previously studied in the literature, were shown to
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differ mainly from nMaxRayl by a multiplicative coefficient. This coefficient likely depends on
the PSF and the microstructure; if it was known, these estimators could be used to practically
determine nMaxRayl with a limited number of samples.
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Chapter 6
A variant of delay-and-sum imaging
using the geometric median
6.1 Introduction
Delay-and-sum imaging algorithms are a class of established techniques which form an image
by synthetically backpropagating the ultrasonic wave field as a post-processing step, which
leads to a constructive interference of the target signal and a destructive interference of the
noise [Wil13]. As discussed in chapter 2, delay-and-sum algorithms include the Total Focusing
Method[Hol05; Zha10b], the Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique[Doc86], Plane Wave
Imaging [Le 16], and Virtual Source Aperture [Sut12; Kar95].
Multiple images of the same specimen can be formed with any of these techniques by
exploiting different wave modes including or not a reflection against the back wall, an approach
known as multi-mode or multi-view imaging. As the recorded ultrasonic data contains a
superposition of wave modes, imaging with one mode leads to the creation of artefacts in the
image caused by the others [Por08]. Existing artefact filtering techniques are based on the
identification (manually or with a threshold) then suppression (with zeroing or subtraction)
of the signal which creates artefacts in other views [Por08; Iak14]. Another artefact filtering
strategy consists in reducing the influence of unphysical ultrasonic paths in the reconstruction
using appropriate weights, which has been done in composite materials [Li13] and for planar
defects [Iak14]. The weights may also be chosen based on the signal statistics, an approach
termed adaptive beamforming [Li12; Eng11; Tia19]. A different strategy to mitigate the
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Figure 6.1 – Inspection configuration. The rays shown correspond to (a) the TFM view LT–T
and (b) the PWI view LT–T, where L stands for longitudinal and T for transverse. The point
O is the origin of the coordinate system.
influence of artefacts, when a specific defect type can be assumed, is to only consider views
where the known defect has a significant amplitude [Sy18c; Bud19].
In all delay-and-sum techniques, the pixel amplitude is obtained by summing ultrasonic
signals to achieve constructive interference of the defect signal and destructive interference of
the noise. Under suitable assumptions, this is an approximate solution of the inverse scattering
problem under the Born approximation [Gil06; Sim08]. However, in the presence of high
amplitude boundary reflections, typically neglected in the inverse problem, this theoretical jus-
tification becomes more questionable. Using probabilistic modelling, this chapter demonstrates
the summation is justified for normally distributed noise, but may cause imaging artefacts in
case of contamination by high amplitude spurious signals, such as boundary reflections. In
this chapter, the summation is replaced by the more statistically robust geometric median
to achieve the suppression of some artefacts. The consequences for the defect signal-to-noise
ratio, the noise and the artefacts are explored and experimental results are presented for the
inspection of a copper block using TFM and PWI.
The content of this chapter was the object of a publication, along with the code and the
raw data [Bud20]. The experimental data were kindly provided by Dr Rhodri Bevan.
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6.2 Delay-and-sum algorithms in ultrasonic array ima-
ging
Consider an ultrasonic array of N elements. The continuous-time signal transmitted by
element i and recorded by element j is denoted fij(t); it can be obtained from its discrete-time
equivalent with any interpolation technique; Lanczos interpolation [Duc79] is used here. The
Full Matrix Capture (FMC) data is the set of the N2 time signals {fij(t) : i = 1 . . N, j = 1 . . N}.









∣∣ITFM0 (r)∣∣ is the pixel amplitude at position r, f̃ij(t) is the analytic (complex) signal
obtained with the Hilbert transform, and τij(r) is the propagation time corresponding to the
ray path from the transmitter i to the position r and finally to the receiver j, calculated
with any suitable ray tracing technique. Apodisation is ignored here but could be included if
desired. Different images, or views, are obtained by considering ray paths which include or
not a reflection against the back wall and which are either longitudinal (L) or transverse (T)
waves; for example, fig. 6.1a shows the TFM view LT–T, where LT is the ray path from the
transmitter to the scatterer and T the path from the scatterer to the receiver; this nomenclature
ignores the ray leg in the water which is always longitudinal. In eq. (6.1), first the double sum
is rewritten as a single sum, second the notation xk := f̃ij(Tij(r)) is used for brevity, and third







ITFM0 (r) and ITFM1 (r) are equal up to a multiplicative factor 1/n; as an image is generally
rescaled by an arbitrary image point, this factor has no practical consequence. The use of
this factor is not strictly necessary, it merely makes the probabilistic model developed in the
following section easier to follow. However, it becomes clear with Eq. (6.2) that ITFM1 (r) is the
(complex) mean of {xk : k = 1 . . n}.
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where gqj(t) is the time signal corresponding to the q-th emitted plane wave and the j-th
receiver, and Tqj(r) is the total propagation time of the q-th plane wave from the probe to the
image point, and of a cylindrical wave from the image point to the receiver j; details are given
in appendix C As for the TFM algorithm, several views can be formed; for example, fig. 6.1b
shows the PWI view LT–T, where LT is the plane wave path in transmission and T is the







with this time xk := g̃qj(Tqj(r)) and n := N ×Q.
In conclusion, delay-and-sum algorithms form an image pixel by summing appropriately
chosen data points, which is equivalent to calculating their mean up to a multiplicative constant.
The consequence of this operation is explored in the following sections.
6.3 Probabilistic modelling of noise and signal
6.3.1 Theory
A probabilistic model of the ultrasonic data xk in the absence or presence of a defect is
introduced in this section. Following Wilcox [Wil13], two sources of noise are considered: the
random noise (thermal acoustic noise in the sample, electronic noise in the instrumentation),
and the coherent noise, which includes grain noise. The random noise can be suppressed by
averaging multiple independent transmissions but the coherent noise cannot, which ultimately
limits the defect detectability. As discussed in section 5.2, the grain noise is caused by the
interaction of the elastic wave with the material microstructure. It is classically modelled as
the superposition of grain scattering events [Wag83; Yal96]. Each grain response is assumed to
have the same amplitude and a uniformly distributed phase. Ignoring multiple scattering, then
the grain responses are independent and by the central limit theorem their superposition is the
circularly-symmetric normal distribution
xgraink ∼ Normal(0, σ21). (6.5)
The complex random variable xk is interpreted for clarity as a 2 × 1 real random vector
(Re(xk), Im(xk)). Normal stands here for the bivariate normal distribution; its mean is the
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2× 1 vector (0, 0), also denoted 0, and its 2× 2 covariance matrix is the product of the 2× 2
identity matrix 1 by the (scalar) variance σ2. In a first approximation, the {xk}k are assumed













where I1(r) is ITFM1 , IPWI1 or another delay-and-sum algorithm. As a consequence,
∣∣Igrain1 (r)∣∣
is Rayleigh distributed, which was experimentally validated on B-scans [Wag83] and TFM
images [Bev18].
The signal in the presence of a defect is modelled as the addition of the deterministic defect
response, µ, and the grain noise























Note that (i) the variation of the defect response with respect to the angles of the incident
and scattered waves, and (ii) the variation of transmission and reflection coefficients at the
interfaces, are neglected, which is reasonable for a narrow insonification beam typical in the
multi-view immersion inspections studied here. Physically, summing xk creates a constructive
interference of the defect response and a destructive interference of the noise. Note that
estimating the parameter µ from the {xk} is known in statistics as the location problem; the
mean of xk is an example of a location estimator. This last equation shows the image point has
a
√
n-times higher Signal-to-Noise amplitude Ratio (SNR) than the time signals. This must
be seen as a theoretical upper limit; in practice, the SNR increase is smaller because (1) the
time signals are correlated because the probe elements are spatially close to each other, so the
{xk} are not truly independent and (2) the variation of defect response may not be negligible
(µ 6= µk). Nevertheless, this model illustrates how averaging signals through delay-and-sum
imaging improves the SNR up to a certain point. A more important limit, which this chapter
aims to address, is that there are other sources of coherent noise than grain noise: other
ultrasonic signals have arrival times which may coincide with the delay laws used to image
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Figure 6.2 – Comparison of TFM images using the mean (left column) and the median (right
column). Rows from top to bottom: T–T, L–L, LT–T, LL–LL. Common dB scale, where 0 dB
is the peak amplitude of the back wall in (c). An artefact created by the front wall reflection is
visible in (a) around point A. square C surrounding the defect is used for signal-to-noise ratio
measurement. square D is used for speckle level comparison.
a point; for example, boundary reflections, whose amplitudes may be an order-of-magnitude
higher than the defect response or the grain noise. These spurious signals contaminate only a
fraction of the {xk}, as their physical source is not located at the image point r for which the
delay laws are tuned; however, they may have a detrimental effect as illustrated below with
experimental data.
6.3.2 Experimental validation and discussion
Consider the inspection configuration presented in fig. 6.1. The 64-element 5-MHz ultrasonic
linear array (pitch 0.3 mm) is held above the top surface with an angle of 12°. The distance
between the closest probe element and the top surface is 30 mm. The specimen is a 26.3 mm-
thick copper block (longitudinal velocity vL = 4730 m s−1, shear velocity vT = 2280 m s−1 )
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Figure 6.3 – Ultrasonic data {xk} which contribute to the point E (grain noise) in TFM view
T–T. (a) Scatter plot, full range. The blue cross indicates the (0, 0) point. (b) Histogram of
the imaginary part and fitted normal distribution.
with a side-drilled hole (SDH) of 2 mm diameter centred at x = 67 mm and z = 12.5 mm.
Figure 6.2 (a, c, e, g) presents multiple TFM images of the sample: the SDH located at point
B is clearly identified in the views L–L, LT–T, LL-LL but the artefact located near point A in
the view T–T (fig. 6.2a) hinders the detection. This artefact corresponds to the second front
wall reflection whose arrival time coincidences partially with the delay laws used in this view.
Moving the probe further away from the sample would shift it or make it disappear, however,
this solution may not be practical due to limited accessibility. In an inspection using a solid
wedge rather than liquid couplant, similar echoes would be created by reflections in the wedge.
Before studying this artefact, the point E is first considered. Point E is virtually pure grain
noise as all signals except the front wall echo have greater times of flight. Figure 6.3 presents
the ultrasonic data points xk which contribute to this pixel. The points are scattered in all
directions and are approximatively centred on zero; their density decreases with the distance
to zero. As shown in fig. 6.3b, the normal distribution, fitted with the sample mean and the
sample standard deviation, fits the data very well. So the grain noise model eq. (6.5) appears
to accurately explain the observed data. As a consequence, the resulting TFM amplitude,
modelled by eq. (6.6), is close to zero, as desired for grain noise.
The ultrasonic data contributing to the artefact are more pathological. Figure 6.4 presents
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Figure 6.4 – Ultrasonic data {xk} which contribute to the point A (artefact) in TFM view
T–T. (a) Scatter plot, full range. (b) Scatter plot, clipped. (c) Contour of the empirical density
function, clipped.
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Figure 6.5 – Ultrasonic data {xk} which contribute to the point B (defect) in TFM view T–T.
(a) Scatter plot, full range. (b) Scatter plot, clipped. (c) Contour of the empirical density
function, clipped.
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the points which form pixel A, and their empirical density obtained with kernel density
estimation [Sco15]. As for point E, there is a cluster of points spherically distributed around
zero in a 0.25 radius, which corresponds to the grain noise. However, there is a halo of points
of magnitude up to 16.6 which is left unexplained by the normal distribution: the probability
of having points further away than a few standard deviations from the mean is practically
zero due to the exponential decay of the density function. This halo is actually caused by the
reflection of the front wall of the sample, not by the grain noise. If an image was formed with
only the point in the main cluster (magnitude less than 0.25, 78% of the points), the TFM
amplitude at this pixel would be 0.0028 (−51 dB), i.e. the grain noise floor; however, including
all points leads to an amplitude of 0.055 (−25 dB), which demonstrates the strong influence of
the 22% remaining points. As seen in fig. 6.4c, the mean point differs significantly from zero,
which ultimately causes the artefact in and near pixel A.
The ultrasonic data points contributing to the defect image (point B) are shown in fig. 6.5.
Compared to pixel E, the cloud of points is shifted away from zero, due to the presence of the
defect, which is consistent with the signal model introduced earlier (eq. (6.8)). The points
have a higher dispersion than for pixel E, likely because the defect response itself is dispersed;
this is neglected in the model eq. (6.8), and has little practical importance here. There are
also high magnitude points, unexplained by the normal distribution, which may correspond to
boundary echoes; contrary to point A, they have little effect here as they are not coherent.
This brief analysis shows that the normal distributions (eqs. (6.5) and (6.8)) are appropriate
to model the bulk of the data but not the remaining large spurious signals. A proper probabilistic
treatment of them is difficult, yet they cannot be ignored as they may significantly degrade
the image. The solution explored in this chapter is to aim to mitigate their influence using
robust statistics.
6.4 Robustness/efficiency trade-off
This section presents fundamental results of robust statistics in the univariate case for simplicity,
following Tukey [Tuk60], Huber [Hub64] and Maronna, Martin and Yohai [Mar06, chapter 2].
The objective is to obtain an estimate of µ from n measurements xk = µ + εk, where εk is




k=1 xk/n ∼ Normal(µ, σ2/n) is the optimal estimator in the sense it has the lowest possible
asymptotic (i.e. for large n) variance. However, real data is not always that well-behaved; one
can consider instead Tukey’s contaminated normal distribution, which models the presence of
5% of outliers of higher variance:
xk ∼ 0.95 Normal(µ, σ2)) + 0.05 Normal(µ, 100σ2)). (6.10)
The mean of n samples of this distribution is Normal(µ, 5.95σ2/n). The presence of outliers
causes a large increase of the variance of the mean, which statisticians refer to as the lack
of robustness of the mean. This detrimental effect becomes even higher when the proportion
of outliers or their variance increase. The fundamental reason is that the mean minimises∑n
k=1(xk − µ̂)2, which gives a great influence to large |xk − µ̂| due to the square.
An alternative to the mean is the median, which is the value separating the higher half
from the lower half of the data. Another characterisation is that the median minimises∑n
k=1 |xk − µ̂|; there is no square in contrast to the mean. The median of n samples is, for
large n, Normal(µ, 1.57σ2/n) for the normal distribution, and Normal(µ, 1.72σ2/n) for the
contaminated normal distribution above; the presence of outliers causes only a mild increase
(10%) of the variance of the median, which is why it is described as being more robust than the
mean. The main drawback is that in absence of outliers (xk normally distributed), the median
has a 57% higher variance than the mean, which statisticians refer to as a lower efficiency at
the normal distribution. Choosing the mean or the median is essentially a robustness/efficiency
trade-off. Although the contaminated normal may not be an accurate model for ultrasonic
data, it illustrates how a robust statistic can mitigate the detrimental effect of a limited number
of high amplitude signals.
6.5 Geometric median
As seen previously, the delay-and-sum algorithm is essentially the mean of complex data, or
equivalently, 2D real vectors. Also, the mean lacks robustness, which makes it a suboptimal
estimator in the presence of outliers; this was presented in the previous section in the univariate
case but remains true in the bivariate case [Het10, chapter 6]. So one may wish to replace the
mean in the delay-and-sum algorithm by a more robust estimator. Massé and Plante compared
ten bivariate location estimators with a Monte Carlo study using 26 different noise distributions
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and concluded that the geometric median ‘clearly stands as the best overall’ [Mas03]. The
geometric median, also known as the spatial median, L1 median or L1 estimator, is defined as
the point minimising the Euclidean distance to all data points, that is [Wei09]




‖xk − x‖2. (6.11)
This extends the univariate median to multiple dimensions as the 1D median minimises the
sum of absolute values to all data points (|·| instead of ‖·‖2 in eq. (6.11)). Taking the gradient
of the sum of distances leads to a second equivalent definition: the geometric median is the







This calls for three remarks, borrowed from the thorough theoretical analysis made by
Hettmansperger and McKean [Het10, chapter 6]. First, S(x) is a sum of unit vectors, so the
geometric median depends on the direction of the vector x − xk rather than its magnitude,
which explains why the magnitude of individual values has no influence. Second, the geometric
median is more robust than the mean but has a lower efficiency for the spherically-symmetric
bivariate normal distribution (variance increased by 27%); as in the univariate case, efficiency
and robustness are being traded. Third, the geometric median is different from the compon-
entwise median, which is the vector of the univariate medians component by component: the
geometric one is invariant by the rotation of the complex plane, whereas the componentwise
one is not; the geometric median has also a higher efficiency than the componentwise one for
spherical distributions; see also Small [Sma90] for a survey of multidimensional medians.
As an alternative to the classic delay-and-sum imaging algorithm is introduced
I2(r) = Median {xk : k = 1 . . n}, (6.13)
where xk corresponds to either TFM (eq. (6.2)) or PWI (eq. (6.4)). The consequences of
replacing the mean by the median in imaging are two-fold. First, due to the increased robustness,
the noise in the pixels strongly affected by a small number of high amplitude data points
will decrease. Second, due to the decreased efficiency, the noise in the pixels non-affected by
outlying data points will increase.
The geometric median is calculated numerically as it has no general closed-form expression.
Fritz, Filzmoser and Croux compared several algorithms and concluded that a Newton-type
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algorithm with a line search provides ‘a stable, fast and reliable approach’ [Fri10]. The Newton’s
descent with backtracking line search [Noc06, algorithm 3.1] and analytically calculated Hessian
was used in this chapter.
Note that for any strictly positive real λ > 0:








‖λxk − λx‖2 (6.14)









‖xk − x‖2 (6.15)
= λMedian {xk}. (6.16)
As a consequence, the median-based imaging algorithm could also be defined as
I3(r) = Median {nxk : k = 1 . . n} = nI2(r) (6.17)
to be on the same scale as the original delay-and-sum algorithm based on summation (eqs. (6.1)
and (6.3)).
6.6 Results
Figure 6.2 displays the TFM images using the mean and the median for the views T–T, L–L,
LT–T and LL-LL. For PWI, the ultrasonic data are derived from the FMC. Different plane
wave angles are used depending on the view to ensure a good insonification of the specimen
and in particular of the defect. 16 plane waves are used per view. For the direct views, the
refracted angles of the plane waves are linearly sampled between 0° and 85° for the plane wave
L (used in views L–X and L–XY), and 10° and 85° for T (used in views T–X and T–XY). For
the skip paths, the reflected angles of the final leg are linearly sampled between 30° and 60° for
LL, 30° and 85° for TL, 10° and 24° for LT, 30° and 60° for TT. Figure 6.6 displays the PWI
images using the mean and the median for the views LL–T, L–L, LT–T and LL-LL. Overall
the mean and the median aggregation give similar images; the main differences are highlighted
in the following section.
6.6.1 Artefacts
In contrast to the classic (mean) TFM view T–T, median TFM is not contaminated by the
front wall artefact (fig. 6.2a and b). The amplitude at point A is reduced by 20 dB, reaching
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Figure 6.6 – Comparison of PWI images using the mean (left column) and the median (right
column). Rows from top to bottom: LL-T, L–L, LT–T, LL–LL. Common dB scale, where 0 dB
is the peak amplitude of the back wall in (c). The green square corresponds to the scatterer.
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the grain noise floor. This can be visualised in fig. 6.4: the median is closer to 0 than the
mean because it is less influenced by the outliers. The suppression of this artefact allows the
area underneath to be correctly imaged and makes the scatterer B clearly visible. The same
effect is observed to a lesser extent in TFM view LT–T (fig. 6.2e and f). The median does not
remove all artefacts: for example, the artefact at (x = 60, z = 10) in the same view, which
corresponds to the defect response for the wave mode LL–T, is left untouched because it is
caused by a large number of coherent signals.
A drawback of median TFM is the smearing of the back wall as in view L-L (fig. 6.2d) or
front wall as in LL-LL (fig. 6.2h). The reason why these artefacts appear in the median image
but not the mean one is not understood at this stage.
6.6.2 Noise level
This section compares the noise Root Mean Square (RMS) in the 18× 18 mm square D shown
in figs. 6.2 and 6.6 for all direct, half-skip and full-skip views in TFM and PWI. This area was
chosen to contain mainly speckle noise in TFM views. Redundant TFM views (example: L–T
and T–L) were ignored. This leads to 21 TFM views and 36 PWI views.
The noise RMS is increased by median TFM across all views by (1.6± 1.3) dB (mean ±
standard deviation). The largest increase is 5.5 dB for the view L–L, caused mainly by the
diffraction artefact near the back wall mentioned in the previous section. The overall increase
of the speckle noise is consistent with the theoretical loss of efficiency of the median compared
to mean discussed in sections 6.4 and 6.5: in the absence of spurious signals which create
artefacts, the mean leads to a smaller noise level.
In PWI, the noise level seems dominated by numerous artefacts rather than the speckle, due
to the limited number of transmissions. This is a situation where the median is advantageous
(increased robustness): the noise RMS in square D is reduced across all views by (0.2± 1.8) dB
(mean ± standard deviation); maximum decrease: 6.2 dB; maximum increase: 1.5 dB. The
images produced by the median are also noticeably cleaner as artefacts are suppressed; for
example, near the scatterer in views LL–T and LL-LL (first and third rows of fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6.8 – Signal-to-Noise Ratio in PWI views measured in square C in fig. 6.6. Higher is
better.
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6.6.3 Signal-to-noise ratio
The Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) of the side-drilled hole were measured in the same views
as in section 6.6.2. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the maximum image amplitude in the
4 × 4 mm square C surrounding the defect by the RMS of pixels in the same area in a (not
shown) defect-free acquisition. In the author’s opinion, the SNR threshold above which a
signal clearly stands out from the noise is around 10 dB; however, it is not a clear cut-off. The
SNR is used here as a proxy for detectability, but it is not perfect; in practice, the presence of
numerous echoes with high SNR may hinder the unambiguous identification of the defect; this
scenario tends to happen for views with relatively low SNR (under 15 dB).
Figure 6.7 shows the SNR for each TFM view sorted by amplitude in the mean case. The
signal amplitudes across all views are relatively constant (difference of (0.8± 1.5) dB, mean
± standard deviation); the changes of SNR are mainly explained by a change of noise level.
When the noise is dominated by the presence of artefacts, their suppression by the median
leads to sharp increase of the SNR, as in T–T (14.3 dB) and LT–T (11.1 dB). When the noise
is dominated by the speckle, the noise increases as seen previously, which ultimately decreases
the SNR as in view L–L (−5.9 dB, largest degradation across all views). Overall, the average
SNR is almost equal: 17.5 dB for the mean, 17.3 dB for the median.
Figure 6.8 shows the SNR for each PWI view. The average SNR with the median (13.4 dB)
is slightly better than with the mean (12.3 dB). The signal amplitudes with the median tend to
be smaller (average difference of −1.3 dB) but the noise level is also lower (average difference
of −2.4 dB) due to the suppression of artefacts. The largest SNR variations in both directions
are at the view L–L (−7.2 dB, fig. 6.6c and d) due mainly to a 5.7 dB decrease of the signal,
and at the view T–LT (7.0 dB) due to an artefact suppression.
6.7 Conclusion
Delay-and-sum imaging techniques form images by summing ultrasonic data. Up to a multiplic-
ative constant, this operation is equivalent to calculating the mean of the data. If the defect
signal is polluted purely by grain noise that is accurately modelled as normally-distributed
additive noise, the mean is optimal for its suppression. However, when accounting for other
sources of unwanted image artefacts such as those caused by boundary reflections, the distribu-
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tion of the polluting noise is only approximately normal; these high amplitude spurious signals
have a large effect on the mean which may ultimately lead to a degradation of the image.
Replacing the mean by the more robust geometric median in the imaging algorithm allows the
suppression of some artefacts and the recovery of signals underneath. The main drawbacks are
the mild increase of the grain noise level due to the lower efficiency of the median for normally
distributed data, and additional diffraction artefacts at the ends of some wall echoes. The net
effect on the SNR depends mainly on the noise mechanism: in the presence of an artefact, it is
preferable to use the median; in the presence of grain noise speckle, it is preferable to use the
mean.
This novel imaging approach is philosophically different from the regular delay-and-sum
approach as it is justified by a statistical model (the location problem) rather than physical
considerations on constructive/destructive interference of waves. It is also non-linear in the
ultrasonic data. Contrary to existing artefact filtering methods, it is threshold-free and does





7.1 Review of thesis
This thesis has investigated several areas relevant to multi-view imaging and defect character-
isation.
First, in chapter 2, the Full Matrix Capture matrix was shown to closely relate to the
transfer matrix of the linear and time-invariant ultrasonic system, which contains all the
information possibly measurable by the array. Several techniques were presented to form
images from the FMC data, notably multi-view imaging which exploits mode conversions and
internal reflections in the specimen.
In order to quantify the defect amplitudes in the different views, a semi-analytical model
for immersion inspection was implemented and experimentally validated against a side-drilled
hole, a notch and a perfect crack, in chapter 3. A simpler model was derived for even faster
computation, by retaining only the defect response at the probe centre frequency, and the
pixel amplitude corresponding to the defect centre. This simpler model was used to calculate
sensitivity images, which show the predicted TFM amplitudes of a given defect within and
across the views. These images could be used to select the views with the highest signal level.
Using this semi-analytical model, a technique to characterise defects based on their multi-
view TFM amplitudes was introduced in chapter 4. It has been demonstrated in the literature
that defects that are large compared to the point spread function can be characterised by
measuring their size on TFM images. However, this technique is not applicable for smaller
defects, which are not resolved. To overcome this, the multi-view TFM amplitudes (one value
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per view) are used in this thesis as a defect signature, which is compared against a database of
ellipses and cracks populated by the ultrasonic model from chapter 3. The uncertainties of
the characterisation are handled with a Bayesian framework. The results are the clusters of
possible scatterers which are the closest to the unknown defect. The technique was applied to
characterise a crack, a side-drilled hole and a notch. The main limitation of this technique is
its reliance on an ultrasonic model and an accurate knowledge of the specimen geometry and
velocities.
Extending the defect characterisation technique to account for the coherent noise, caused
by the material microstructure, requires knowing the probability distribution of the maximum
amplitude of the speckle in the image. The literature on this topic is scarce, so a theoretical
analysis and numerical studies were undertaken in chapter 5 as a first step. The speckle was
modelled as a collection of statistically independent cells, which simplifies the analysis. Several
estimates of the speckle cell size were introduced and compared, to ultimately obtain the
distribution of the maximum of the speckle, although the practicality of the method remains
problematic.
Finally, chapter 6 introduced a variant of delay-and-sum (DAS) imaging where the summa-
tion of the signals is replaced by the calculation of their median. Using the standard model
of normally distributed structural noise, the regular DAS technique is optimal. However, the
noise may strongly deviate from this model due to the presence of wall reflections, causing
artefacts in the images. In such case, using the median was experimentally demonstrated to
suppress these artefacts.
7.2 Summary of findings
7.2.1 Sensitivity images
The semi-analytical model developed by Schmerr [Sch16] and extended by the current author
to multi-view inspection was experimentally demonstrated to be a fast and accurate way to
predict TFM amplitudes. The simpler model that was derived, around 3 orders of magnitude
faster to run, is also reasonably accurate, and was used to create sensitivity images showing
the predicted TFM amplitudes at any location in any view. This makes it a practical tool to




The vector of the peak defect amplitudes in multiple TFM views carries enough information to
characterise a 2D small defect, when combined with a reasonably accurate ultrasonic model.
This technique makes it possible to determine the approximate shape, size and orientation of
flaws which are too small to be well resolved on a TFM image. The probabilistic framework
allows the uncertainty of the estimation to be quantified.
7.2.3 Statistics of the speckle
Following the optics and medical ultrasonics literature, the speckle is modelled as a collection
of statistically independent cells, which simplifies the analysis. However, the cell size used
in these fields is not appropriate for ultrasonic testing, as the target statistics are different,
respectively the mean and maximum amplitudes of the speckle. The distribution of the speckle
peak amplitudes is appropriately modelled with the MaxRayleigh distribution, parametrised
by the cell size, or equivalently, by the effective sample size. This best estimate of this last
quantity is the maximum likelihood of the MaxRayleigh distribution, however it is difficult to
obtain in practice as it requires many independent samples.
7.2.4 Median-based imaging
Using the median instead of the mean in TFM imaging is an effective strategy to remove some
artefacts, leading to large increase of the signal-to-noise ratio. The underlying reason is the
lack of robustness of the mean to high amplitudes, as explained by the contaminated normal
toy model. The main limits of this median-based approach are the increase of the speckle
amplitude level, the decrease of the defect amplitude level.
7.3 Future work
7.3.1 Sensitivity images
Plane Wave Imaging (PWI) inspections require the number of plane waves to use and their
angles to be defined. Also, contrarily to the cylindrical waves used in TFM, the plane waves
have limited spatial extent. This makes modelling vital for ensuring the specimen is correctly
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insonified. It would be interesting to adapt the model of chapter 3 to obtain sensitivity images
for PWI inspections.
Another possible future work is extending the sensitivity model to 3D to account for the
finite size of defects in the out-of-plane direction.
7.3.2 Defect characterisation
In its current form, the defect characterisation technique does not account for the material
microstructural noise level, which may be higher than the defect amplitude in some views. The
SNR could be added to the characterisation model in future work. Also, the characterisation of
3D defects could be investigated, provided a suitable ultrasonic model is available. Finally, the
characterisation approach developed in this thesis could be compared against the scattering
matrix approach developed by Velichko et al. [Vel17]. It could also be beneficial to combine
them to account for both the angular variation of the scattering of a defect within individual
views, and the multiple scattering modes.
7.3.3 Statistics of the speckle
Several questions in chapter 5 are left unanswered. First, although no reason to believe the
conclusions of this study would not hold for real ultrasonic data was identified, this has to
be confirmed experimentally. The main difficulty is that the PSF on an ultrasonic image
varies spatially; therefore only local statistics from a relatively small number of pixels can be
obtained per acquisition; eventually, such experimental work requires numerous acquisitions.
By accounting somehow for the PSF spatial variation, a larger part of the image could be
exploited to determine the microstructure statistics, which would greatly reduce the number of
independent images needed. Second, it would be desirable to obtain more practical estimators
of the effective sample size than nMaxRayl and nEI; the review of methods for estimating the
extremal index by Ancona-Navarrete could be a starting point [Anc00]. Third, more theoretical
work is needed to understand how the PSF and the microstructure relate to the peak amplitude
distribution and the effective sample size: do they relate via the autocorrelation function of the
speckle, or via a fundamentally different quantity, and how? Fourth, it remains unclear how to
model the peak amplitude in the presence of a defect. The concept of independent speckle cells
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may provide a possible starting point: the measured peak amplitude could be explained by the
combination of one or multiple cells corresponding the deterministic signal contaminated by
the stochastic noise (Rayleigh distribution if the noise is multiplicative, Rice distribution if the
noise is additive and multiplicative), and the remaining cells corresponding to the grain noise.
Such a model would be mathematically tractable; however its relevance has yet to be assessed.
7.3.4 Median-based imaging
It would be interesting to combine both mean-based and median-based images into a hybrid
image that would retain the advantages of both approaches; it is yet unclear how to achieve
this. Also, other than saying that the noise includes a small fraction of high amplitude outliers,
a more precise model for the noise has intentionally not been introduced. For this reason, it
is unknown whether the geometric median is the optimal location estimator to recover the




Probe position relative to the
inspected object
This appendix describes a technique to determine the position of the probe relative to the
inspected object from the pulse-echo ultrasonic signals. Figure A.1 shows the inspection
configuration. The objective is to determine the distance between the probe and the object,
dA, and the inclination of the probe, θ.
Suppose that the element A transmits a cylindrical wave in the coupling medium. At the
interface, the wave is partially reflected back towards the probe. The ultrasonic path which
goes back to A corresponds to the ray A–P–A. The time of arrival, T , of this pulse is measured
in the pulse-echo timetrace. Knowing the velocity, c, in the coupling medium, the distance











Figure A.1 – The ultrasonic array is held at a distance d from and inclined with an angle θ
relative to the top surface of the inspected object.
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in the pulse-echo timetrace of element B. The distance |AB| is known as it is part of the probe
geometry provided by the manufacturer. Using trigonometry and basic geometry,
dB = |BQ| = |CQ|+ |CB| (A.2)
= dA + |AB| sin θ, (A.3)
which gives the angle θ
θ = arcsin |BQ| − dA
|AB|
. (A.4)
dA and θ can therefore be obtained from the two pulse-echo timetraces, and the velocity of
the coupling medium. The precision is improved by repeating the time of arrival measurement
for all array elements. In this case, eq. (A.3) is interpreted as a linear model between the
inter-element distance |AB| and the distance to the surface, dB. The ordinary least squares




Consider a ultrasonic point source transmitting a cylindrical wave. Because the total energy
carried by the wave is constant during the propagation (neglecting material attenuation), then
the wave amplitude decreases as the wavefront becomes larger. This change of amplitude,
termed beam spread, or geometrical attenuation, is described in the 2D case in this chapter,
using elements of the ray theory [Sch15, §2.5]. This appendix was published as part of
reference [Bud19].
B.1 Transmitter and scatterer in the same medium.
The beam spread coefficient for the transmit path between the i-th element located at xi and






where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean distance. By symmetry the beam spread coefficient for the
receive path, B′i(y), is the same.
B.2 Beam spread after one transmission.
We consider a first ray that starts from M0 in medium 1, intersects the interface at the point
M1 and ends in M2 in medium 2 after refraction (appendix B.2). The Snell-Descartes law
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The quantity c2 is either the longitudinal or the transverse wave speed in medium 2.
A second ray that leaves M0 with a angle difference of dθ from the first ray intersects the
interface at the point M ′′1 and is also transmitted in medium 2 following the Snell-Descartes
law. The beam that emerges in medium 2 from the segment M1M ′′1 appears to come from a
virtual point source M ′1. Using a first-order approximation for small dθ and the Snell-Descartes
law, it can be shown that [Sch15, B.2]:
|M ′1M1| = γ1|M0M1| (B.3)





The distance between the end point M2 and the virtual source M ′1 is therefore
|M ′1M2| = γ1|M0M1|+ |M1M2| = γ1|M0M1|+ |M1M2|. (B.5)
Conservation of energy dictates that the wave amplitude decreases in proportion to the square
root of the separation between the rays and hence in inverse proportion to the square root of







B.3. BEAM SPREAD AFTER MULTIPLE TRANSMISSIONS OR REFLECTIONS.
The beam spreading coefficient is continuous at the interfaces, as any physical discontinuity of





















so a = γ1. This finally gives the the beam spread coefficient after one transmission for the ray























B.3 Beam spread after multiple transmissions or reflec-
tions.
The general expression for multiple interfaces can be found recursively from eq. (B.9); the
demonstration is left to the reader.
Extending the notations introduced above, αk is the incident angle at the k-th interface, βk







1− ν2k sin2 βk
= ν
2
k − sin2 αk
νk cos2 αk
.














The calculation of propagation times in an immersion inspection with plane wave imaging is















Figure C.1 – Direct path with a plane wave of incident angle α.
Figure C.1 shows the considered geometry. The time of flight of the plane wave between






The objective is to express this duration as a function of x0, z0, zf , α, β, c1 and c2. The leg
lengths are
d1 = (x1 − x2) sinα, (C.2)
d2 =
x− x1
sin β , (C.3)
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with
x1 = x− (z − zf ) tan β, (C.4)









the propagation time is after simplification
τ = (x− x0) sinα + (zf − z0) cosα
c1




















Figure C.2 – Skip path with a plane wave of incident angle α.
Figure C.2 shows the considered geometry. The time of flight of the plane wave between
















The leg lengths are respectively
d1 = (x1 − x2) sinα, (C.10)
d2 =
zb − zf
cos β , (C.11)
d3 =
zb − z
cos γ , (C.12)
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with
x3 = x+ (zb − z) tan γ, (C.13)
x2 = x0 −
zf − z0
tanα , (C.14)
x1 = x3 − (zb − zf ) tan β (C.15)
= x+ (zb − z) tan γ − (zb − zf ) tan β. (C.16)
After simplification, the propagation time is
τ = (x− x0) sinα + (zf − z0) cosα
c1
+ (zb − zf ) cos β
c2
+ (zb − z) cos γ
c3
(C.17)











Figure C.3 – Effective area for a probe inclined with angle θ transmitted a plane wave with
angle of incidence α.
The propagation times obtained previously implicitly assumed the plane wave is infinitely
long. In reality, the plane wave transmitted by the probe is spatially limited by the probe
aperture, as shown in fig. C.3. To determine whether an image point is in the effective area,
the intersection, denoted (xp, zp), of the first leg, D1, with the probe plane (or line, as the
probe is 2D), D2, is calculated. A parametrisation of the line D1 with parameter u isx = x1 − u sinαz = zf − u cosα (C.18)
A parametrisation of the line D2 with parameter v isx = x0 + v cos θz = z0 − v sin θ (C.19)
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Equating this two systems, eliminating u and solving for v leads to the intersection point
vp =
(x1 − x0) cosα + (z0 − zf ) sinα
cos θ cosα + sin θ sinα (C.20)
xp = x0 + vp cos θ (C.21)




This appendix summarises elementary results of the probability theory used throughout this
thesis, and sets the notation. The reader is referred to Grinstead and Snell [Gri12], Gut [Gut05],
and other classic references for a more complete treatment.
D.1 Probability space
The probability sample space Ω is the set of all possible outcomes. A subset of Ω is called an
event. The probability of an event A ⊆ Ω is denoted P (A); this value is between 0 (impossible
event) and 1 (certain event). The probability of the empty event ∅ is P (∅) = 0; the probability
of the whole sample space is P (Ω) = 1. The probability of the complementary event of A is
1− P (A).
D.2 Distribution functions of a real-valued random vari-
able
Consider a real-valued random variable X : Ω→ R. For two reals a and b, it is usual to denote
the event {ω ∈ Ω : a < X(ω) ≤ b} as ”a < X ≤ b”. X is characterised by its cumulative
distribution function (CDF) defined as the probability that X is less or equal than a real x:
FX(x) = P (X ≤ x). (D.1)
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FX is a non-decreasing function, that is for any a < b, FX(a) ≤ FX(b). FX has the limits
lim
x→−∞
FX(x) = 0 (D.2)
lim
x→+∞
FX(x) = 1. (D.3)
The probability that X is strictly above x, named the survival function, is
P (X > x) = 1− P (X ≤ x) = 1− FX(x). (D.4)
For any reals a < b,
P (a < X ≤ b) = FX(b)− FX(a). (D.5)
A q-quantile of X, for q ∈ [0, 1], is a (possibly non-unique) value x so that F (x) = q. If FX
is strictly increasing and continuous, the q-quantile of X is unique and is defined as F−1(q),
where F−1X is the inverse function of FX .
In the general case, FX is right-continuous, i.e. limx→a,x<a FX(x) = FX(a) for any a. If FX





FX(x) = FX(a). (D.6)
In this case, P (X ≤ a) = P (X < a), and P (X = a) = FX(a)− FX(a) = 0.
If X is continuous, the derivative of FX is termed the probability density function (PDF)





As FX is non-decreasing, then for any x, fX(x) ≥ 0. Integrating fX gives a probability:




In particular, ∫ +∞
−∞
fX(t) dt = P (Ω) = 1. (D.9)










The variance of a distribution is defined as (if it exists) Var(X) = E{[X − E(X)]2}.
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D.3 Scale and location parameters
Consider a continuous real-valued random variable X0, which acts in this section as a reference
(or standard) variable, for example X0 ∼ Norm(0, 1) (standard normal distribution) or X0 ∼
Unif(0, 1) (standard uniform distribution). One can define a family of random variables
parametrised by any real µ and any strictly positive real σ > 0 as
X = σX0 + µ. (D.12)
µ is termed the location parameter of the distribution of X; σ is the scale parameter. The
CDF of X and X0 are related as follows






















It is easy to verify that E(X) = σE(X0) + µ and Var(X) = σ2Var(X0).
The location and scale parameters are a convenient way to parametrise a family of distribu-
tions. Extra parameters may still be required, such as the shape parameter in the Student’s
t-distribution. For the normal distribution, with X0 ∼ Norm(0, 1), the location parameter
coincides with the mean of X, and the scale parameter coincides with the standard deviation
of X, that is X ∼ Norm(µ, σ2).
D.4 Joint distribution and conditional probability
Joint distribution Consider two real random variables X and Y of densities fX(x) and
fY (y). The joint distribution of X and Y is the distribution of the random vector (X, Y ),
whose CDF is
FX,Y (x, y) = P (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y). (D.15)
X and Y are called the marginal distributions of (X, Y ). In particular,





fX,Y (x′, y) dx′ dy. (D.16)
Also, as the event “Y ≤ ∞” is certain,






Differentiating by x and equating these two last equations, it follows the marginal density of




fX,Y (x, y) dy. (D.18)
As any distribution, a joint distribution is uniquely characterised its cumulative function FX,Y .
However, the marginals of a joint distribution are not sufficient to uniquely characterise it: if
FX,Y = FX′,Y ′ then FX = FX′ and FY = FY ′ , but the reciprocal is not true in general. In other
words, the joint distribution contains all the information about X and Y , in particular about
their dependence, whereas the marginals do not.
Conditional probability Suppose that a sample of (X, Y ) is obtained, and that X equals
x in this sample. As X and Y may relate, the expectation on the (unknown) sample of Y
changes as the sampled value of X is known. The distribution of Y in this sample is called the





When the context is clear, the notation f(y | x) is used for fY |X=x(y). Figure D.1 illustrates
the joint and the conditional distributions: the conditional distribution fY |X=x(y) is a slice
of the joint distribution at X = x, up to a multiplicative constant necessary to ensure this
defines a proper density function of unit integral. Combining eqs. (D.18) and (D.19) gives the




fY |X=x(y)fX(x) dx. (D.20)
Independence of two random variables X and Y are independent if by definition for all
x and y
P (X ≤ x, Y ≤ y) = P (X ≤ x)P (Y ≤ y), (D.21)
or equivalently
FX,Y (x, y) = FX(x)FY (y). (D.22)
In such case, differentiating by x and y gives
fX,Y (x, y) = fX(x)fY (y), (D.23)
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Figure D.1 – Illustration of the joint and conditional distribution of a bivariate normal
distribution. Centre panel: joint density fX,Y . Top panel: conditional density fX|Y=−1(x).
Right panel: conditional density fY |X=−0.5(y).
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= fY (y). (D.24)
So the conditional and unconditional distribution of Y are the same: the fact “X = x” does
not add any information on Y .
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